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Abstract
A large number of applications, within and outside the field of robotics,
require planning of complex tasks where some given logical and temporal
properties must be satisfied. For such problems, a major goal is being able to
express these properties in a high-level formal language and develop provably
correct planning algorithms that enable to find solutions complying with the
given mission specifications, when any such plan exists.
In the present work we analyse the existing techniques to address the
motion planning problem with mission requirements and focus on Process
Algebra (PA) as a language to describe a class of missions. In spite of its
simplicity, we finally show how Process Algebra can be used for a proposed
real world application in a future urban mobility-on-demand scenario, outline
its implementation and show experimental results.
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Introduction
The classic motion planning problem - often also referred to as the Piano
Mover’s Problem (PM) - has been extensively studied ever since robots and
automation started to become a vital part of modern industry and our daily
life, being relevant in some other disciplines as well, such as computational
biology and computer animation ([10], [6], [5]).
In spite of its hard computational complexity, proved in [20], the amount
of research on the matter has led to the development of several practically
useful approaches, especially during the past decade. In particular we can
mention sampling-based algorithms, such as probabilistic roadmaps (PRM)
and rapidly exploring random trees (RRT).
Informally, the PM problem consists in the task of moving a robot from
A to B while avoiding obstacles, where A and B are two configurations or
regions of interest in the robot workspace.
However, a large number of robotic applications require to perform more
complicated tasks, where the desired plan needs to satisfy some given logical
and temporal properties of interest. One such problem is:
“ [. . . ] in a military application, an autonomous ground vehicle
might be required to reach one of the possible two targets T1 and
T2 after picking up a load that can be found at L [. . . ] ”,
as read in [8], where different and more challenging examples are also
provided.
For this kind of problems, a major goal is being able to rigorously specify
the task in a high-level formal language and develop provably correct plan-
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ning algorithms that enable to find and select plans complying with the given
mission specification, when any such plan exists.
In the literature, many formal languages have been considered to provide
rigorous descriptions of motion planning tasks. Among these, we can men-
tion Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [3] and and Deterministic µ-Calculus [14].
These languages are very powerful and expressive, but for complex cases they
might be hardly human-readable - and therefore prone to formulation errors.
The present work focuses on Process Algebra (PA) as a language to de-
scribe a class of mission specifications for optimal motion planning purposes.
At the cost of a more limited expressive power, PA is very intuitive and
allows efficient model checking algorithms.
However, in spite of its simplicity, PA turns out a powerul tool, prone to
non-trivial real world applications.
Application examples are in fact proposed in a future urban mobility-on-
demand scenario, and an outline of the implemented solutions is presented
with experimental outcomes on a real robotic platform.
This text is organized as follows:
Part I provides a theoretical overview of the tools needed to understand
and reason about motion planning with mission specifications. In particular,
Chapter 1 introduces the problem, gives a brief historical review of solving al-
gorithms and shows motivation and properties of sampling-based algorithms,
with a detailed description of RRT* and examples with single integrator dy-
namics. Chapter 2 lays the ground for formal methods and automata-based
model checking for motion planning, followed by the introduction of Process
Algebra grammar, a parsing algorithm, and some example solutions with
single integrator dynamics.
Part II discusses a robotic application of the presented algorithm in a
future urban mobility-on-demand scenario. The target challenges are in-
troduced in Section 3.3 and the implemented solutions are described in the
following sections. Conclusions and hints for future work are finally included.
2
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The present work was carried out within an internship at Singapore-MIT
Alliance for Research and Technology (SMART), as a part of the Future
Urban Mobility (FM) research project, an overview of which is found in
section 3.1.
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Part I
Theoretical overview on motion
planning and formal methods
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Chapter 1
Motion Planning and
sampling-based algorithms
1.1 The path planning problem
In this section some preliminary definitions are formalized, followed by the
introduction of two classic problems as described in [12]: the feasible and
optimal path planning problems.
Definition 1 (C-space). A generic robot kinematics can be effectively rep-
resented by means of a bijection that associates each possible pose of the
robot to a unique point in an appropriate space, called the configuration
space (C-space). 
The C-space can be parametrized by different1 sets of coordinates, called
generalized coordinates and its dimension naturally coincides with the num-
ber of degrees of freedom of the robot itself.
We hereby remind that a complete description of the C-space requires its
topology to be clearly stated. For the purposes of this text, we consider the
general case as in C = Rt × SO(r1)e1 × SO(r2)e2 × · · · × SO(rn)en , where
t, r1, . . . rn, e1, . . . en ∈ N and d = dim(C).
1parametrization is not unique!
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In the following discussions, topology will not be explicitly considered,
but we remind that some elementary operations described (such as uniform
random sampling and nearest neighbour search) will have to be implemented
with a careful eye on the topology of the C-space. Example of what stated
and further reading can be found in [21, chap. 12].
Definition 2 (obstacle and obstacle-free regions). Let Xobs ⊂ C be the
obstacle region, where C\Xobs is an open set, and Xfree = Cl(C\Xobs) be the
obstacle-free region. 
A configuration x is said to be obstructed when x ∈ Xobs or obstacle-free
when x ∈ Xfree.
Definition 3 (initial configuration and goal region). Let zinit - obstacle-
free - be the initial configuration of the robot and Xgoal ⊆ C, an open subset
of Xfree be the goal region. 
While the initial condition of the robot is given as a point in the con-
figuration space, the final goal condition is rather provided as a set of ad-
missible configurations with non-zero measure. This particular formulation
is peculiar to the pure random-sampling-based approaches, where the goal
configurations are supposed to be sampled with non-zero probability2.
A path planning problem is naturally defined as a triplet (Xfree,Xgoal, zinit).
Definition 4 (Total variation). Given a function γ : [0, 1] → C, its total
variation is defined as:
TV (γ) = sup
n∈N, 0=τ0<τ1<···<τn=1
[
n∑
i=1
|γ(τi)− γ(τi−1)|
]
.

In words, the above sup is meant over all the possible finite partitions τ
of the interval [0, 1] and the total variation turns out to be the length of the
graph of function γ in the C-space.
2sample-in-goal kind of heuristics or minor modifications in the algorithms enable to
change this definition, but the one above is used to formally prove properties of algorithms
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Definition 5 (Path). A function γ : [0, 1]→ C with bounded total variation
is called:
• path, if it is continuous,
• collision-free path, if it is a path and γ(τ) ∈ Xfree , ∀τ ∈ [0, 1] ,
• feasible path, if it is a collision-free path with γ(0) = zinit and γ(1) ∈
Cl(Xgoal).
Let Γ denote the set of all paths in C and Γfeasible the set of all feasible
paths with respect to the given path planning problem. 
Problem 1 (Feasible path planning). Given a path planning problem, find
a feasible path γ if one exists, and report failure otherwise. ♦
Problem 2 (Optimal path planning). Given a path planning problem
and a cost functional c : Γ → R≥0, find a feasible path γ∗ such that
γ∗ = arg min γ ∈Γfeasible [c(γ)] . If no such path exists, report failure. ♦
1.2 Algorithms for path planning
When reasoning about algorithms to address the path planning problem, the
most desirable property is completeness.
Definition 6 (completeness). A solving algorithm for a path planning
problem is said to be complete iff:
• it terminates in finite time,
• if a solution exists the algorithm returns a valid solution,
• if no solutions exist the algorithm reports failure.

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1.2.1 Older approaches and their downsides
In the very first works on the matter, problem 1 has been proven hard from
the computational point of view (i.e. PSPACE-hard, [20]) and even though
some seminal works show the existance of rigorously complete planning al-
gorithms, their complexity still makes them unsuitable for practical applica-
tions.
Later approaches led to the development of practical planners based on
the discretization of state space, namely cell decomposition methods and po-
tential fields. These methods showed remarkable performance in complex
environments within reasonable time bounds, but a price for their perfor-
mance is the conditional fulfilment of the completeness requirement, which
depends on the resolution of discretization.
This peculiarity, called resolution completeness becomes a limit when
these methods are used in high-dimensional state spaces, since the number
of cells needed for completeness can easily exceed reasonable computational
capacity3. Moreover, potential fields methods suffer from the problem of local
minima.
However, the major disadvantage of such methods is that they rely on
an explicit description of obstacles in the C-space. This description involves
to parametrize the set of all collision-free configurations - or equivalently all
the obstructed ones - of the robot, and in turn depends on the shape of both
the obstacles and the robot. This task is often referred to as building the
“C-obstacles”.
In most cases this operation is not trivial, and requires preliminary com-
putational geometry algorithms (i.e. see Minkowski sum, [18]) whose com-
plexity is heavily influenced by the complexity of the robot shape and the
obstacles shapes and number.
Avoiding the need for such representation of obstacles is the main idea
leading to the development of sampling-based algorithms ([12, §1.1]), which
3most of the applications in literature show examples with less than 5-dimensional state
spaces.
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rely on a collision-checking module instead.
1.3 Sampling-based algorithms
With the collision-checking module available, the strategy shared by all
sampling-based algorithms is to randomly sample a set of points from the
obstacle-free space and try and connect them with collision-free trajecto-
ries in order to build a graph G. In the following, G will be described as
G := (V,E), i.e. a tuple of V , the set of vertices and E, the set of edges.
Sampling-based algorithms can themselves be divided into two branches:
the multiple-query methods - such as probabilistic roadmaps (PRM) and its
variants4 - and single-query or incremental methods - such as rapidly explor-
ing random trees (RRT) - which differ in the way the graph is built and in
their purposes.
Multiple-query methods
Multiple-query methods are manily designed to run in an oﬄine fashion and
construct a proper undirected graph G while connecting samples during a
preprocessing phase. When a plan is needed (query phase), a search is then
performed online over the precomputed graph G for a path from zinit to
some node in Xgoal. This is an advantage when the environment is known
a priori and not changing, so that the graph is guaranteed to be always a
representative collection of feasible trajectories.
However, multiple-query methods are not practical with constantly chang-
ing environments or big and poorly connected state spaces, when building a
representative graph and querying it might computationally challenging.
4e.g. its simplified (sPRM) and optimal (PRM∗) vesions or the rapidly exploring
random graphs (RRG), see [12] for details
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Incremental methods
Mainly tailored by such applications, algorithms like RRT and its variants
have emerged as an online and anytime counterpart to multiple-query meth-
ods, under the common name of incremental sampling-based algorithms.
The main feature of RRT and its variants is that the generated graph is
in fact a tree T by construction, rooted on the initial configuration zinit.
By definition, a tree associates a unique trajectory from/to the root to
each vertex (i.e. a succesfully connected sample), thus making the query-
phase trivial and sometimes - as shown in Algorithm 2 - integrated in the
graph building phase. Furthermore, mantaining a tree is cheap in terms of
memory requirements.
The rest of this work is therefore focused on incremental sampling-based
algorithms, and particularly on RRT*.
Two fundamental properties of sampling-based algorithms are intoduced
below.
1.3.1 Probabilistic completeness
In the same way completeness was relaxed to resolution completeness when
dealing with cell-decomposition methods, sampling-based algorithms come
with their own relaxed notion of the completeness requirement. Due to the
stochastic nature of these methods, their properties cannot be described in a
deterministic fashion and the property in definition 6 cannot be guaranteed
as is.
However, for a particular class of problems - the robustly feasible problems
- a similar property can be provably guaranteed. The formal definition of
a robustly feasible problem can be found in [12] and for the sake of brevity,
we only show a counterexample in fig. 1.1(a). Intuitively introducing robust
feasibilty is aimed at excluding some pathological cases where the shape of
Xobs prevents the solution from having a strong clearance. These pathological
cases cannot be solved with a sampling-based algorithm because the sampling
10
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initz
goalX
(a) Not robustly feasible
initz
goalX
δ
(b) Strong clearance.
∃δ s.t. all the δ-balls centered
on the path are in Xfree
initz
goalX
δ
(c) Weak clearance.
Path cont.ly transformable into
one with strong clearance
Figure 1.1: Clearance requirements
sequence needed to build the solution has probability zero to take place.
Definition 7 (probabilistic completeness). A sampling-based planning al-
gorithm ALG is said to be probabilistically complete iff for all robustly feasible
path planning problems,
lim inf
n→∞
Pr(∃zgoal ∈ V ALGn ∩Xgoal : zgoal connected to zinit in graph GALGn ) = 1,
where GALGn = (V
ALG
n , E
ALG
n ) is the graph built by the algorith ALG after n
iterations. 
1.3.2 Asymptotic optimality
When it comes to optimal planning problems a desired property of sampling-
based algorithms is, informally speaking, their capability of finding a solution
which tends to the optimal as the number of samples increases. Similarly to
probabilistic completeness, in order to define a property that can be provably
guaranteed, some pathological cases must be excluded.
This leads to the definition of robustly optimal solution, which encom-
passes a weak clearance requirement (see figure 1.1(c)) on the optimal tra-
jectory and the continuity of the cost functional around it. For details about
this definition see [12].
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Let Y ALGn be the random variable corresponding to the cost of the best
(i.e. minimum-cost) solution in the graph returned by ALG at the end of
iteration n.
Definition 8 (asymptotic optimality). A sampling-based algorithm ALG is
said to be asymptotically optimal if, for any optimal path planning problem
that admits a robustly optimal solution with finite cost c∗,
Pr
(
lim sup
n→∞
Y ALGn = c
∗
)
= 1.

1.4 RRT* algorithm for path planning
1.4.1 Primitive procedures and pseudo-code
In the present section, the RRT* algorithm is introduced and explained. Be-
fore getting to the details in Algorithm 2, an informal outline of its primitive
procedures is given.
For the sake of simplicity what follows assumes that the C-space has a
Rd topology and in particular the definition of Dist and Steer procedures
must be revisited accordingly to deal with different topologies. More general
definitions will be given in section 1.5.
Dist(z1, z2), with z1, z2 ∈ C outputs the euclidean distance between the
arguments, i.e. dist(z1, z2) = ||z1 − z2||L2 =
√∑d
i=1 [(z1)i − (z2)i]2,
Steer(z1, z2), with z1, z2 ∈ Xfree returns the path γ along the straight line
that connects z1 to z2, i.e. γ(t) = z1 + (z2 − z1) · t ∀t ∈ [0, 1].
SampleFreeSpace() returns a random obstacle-free configuration znew with
uniform probability distribution over Xfree,
Nearest(V, zref ), with V set of vertices of the tree and zref ∈ C reference
configuration, returns the vertex znearest ∈ V which is “closest” to zref
according to the Dist function.
12
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Near(V, zref ), with V set of vertices of the tree and zref ∈ C reference config-
uration, returns a subset of the vertices Xnear ⊆ V which are considered
to be “close” to zref according to the Dist function. The number of
selected vertices depends on the implementation and the choice of a
particular Near procedure is crucial to determine the properties of the
algorithm. In [12] two main Near methods are proposed:
i) Variable radius. Neighbours are sought within a ball of radius r
centered in zref . Since the vertices V of the graph become denser
as the algorithm runs, in implementations, r is desirable to be a
decreasing function of n = card(V ). In fact, a costant value of r
results in an excessive computational burden for large n [12, §3.2].
Let µ(Xfree) denote the Lebesgue measure of free space and ζd the
volume of unit d-dimensional ball, evidence is shown in [12] that
the choice:
r(n) = γ · d
√
log n
n
, with γ > γ∗ = 2 · d
√(
1 +
1
d
)
µ(Xfree)
ζd
(1.1)
guarantees asymptotical optimality of the algorithm.
ii) k-nearest. The set of neighbours is built by chosing the k vertices
“closest” to zref , or less if card(V ) < k. k is a function of n as
well, and in this case the choice for asymptotic optimality is:
k(n) = kALG log(n) , with kALG > k
∗ = e
(
1 +
1
d
)
. (1.2)
A remarkable feature of this choice is that, unlike γ∗ in (1.1), the
constant k∗ does not depend on the environment.
CollisionFree(γ), with γ ∈ Γ, returns true iff the input path is a collision-
free path, i.e. γ(t) ∈ Xfree,∀t ∈ [0, 1]
CheckConnection(z1, z2) returns true iff the path output by Steer(z1, z2)
is collision-free,
13
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Parent(z, E), with z ∈ V and E set of edges of a tree, returns the unique
configuration zparent such that (zparent, z) ∈ E. If no such configuration
exists - i.e. z root of the tree - it returns z itself.
CostOfTraj(γ) defines a cost functional over the trajectory space CostOfTraj:
Γ→ R≥0. The notation CostOfTraj(z1, z2) is also used, which is meant
to return the cost of the trajectory output by Steer(z1, z2).
CostFromRoot(z, E) is defined recursively as follows:
Algorithm 1: CostFromRoot procedure
CostFromRoot (z, E) :
if Parent (z, E) == z then /* z root of the tree */
return 0 ;
else
return CostFromRoot (Parent(z, E), E) + . . .
. . . + CostOfTraj (Parent(z, E), z)
terminate(. . . args) returns true if a stopping criterion is met. We keep
this general to underline the anytime flavour of the algorithm, but
common choices can be:
i) terminate(card(V )) stops when a given number of vertices is in
the tree,
ii) terminate(t) stops after a given time of execution,
iii) terminate(cgoal) stops execution when a given condition is met
on the best cost to goal, e.g. a derivative upper bound.
14
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Algorithm 2: RRT*
1 cgoal ←− ∞, zdestin ←− zinit;
2 V ←− {zinit} ; E ←− ∅ ;
3 while ¬ terminate(. . . args) do
4 znew ←− SampleFreeSpace () ;
5 znearest ←− Nearest (V, znew) ;
6 γnew ←− Steer (znearest, znew) ;
7 if CollisionFree (γnew) then
8 Xnear ←− Near (V, znew) ;
9 V ←− V ∪ znew ;
10 zbestParent ←− znearest ;
11 cmin ←− CostFromRoot (znearest) + CostOfTraj (γnew) ;
12 /* look for the best connection in neighbourhood */
13 foreach znear ∈ Xnear do
14 if CheckConnection (znear, znew) ∧
CostFromRoot(znear) + CostOfTraj(znear, znew) < cmin then
15 cmin ←− CostFromRoot(znear) + CostOfTraj(znear, znew);
16 zbestParent ←− znear;
17 E ←− E ∪ (zbestParent, znew) ;
18 /* rewire the tree */
19 foreach znear ∈ Xnear do
20 if CheckConnection (znew, znear) ∧
cmin + CostOfTraj(znew, znear) < CostFromRoot(znear) then
21 E ←− E \(Parent(znear,E), znear) ;
22 E ←− E ∪(znew, znear) ;
23 /* update best destination */
24 if znew ∈ Xgoal ∧ cmin < cgoal then
25 cgoal ←− cmin, zdestin ←− znew;
26
27 return (V,E, zdestin) ;
(a)
(b)
(c)
15
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1.4.2 Step-by-step description
Let us go through the pseudo-code in Algorithm 2:
lines 4-11: Sampling. A new sample znew is taken and the connection to
the nearest vertex in the tree is attempted. If this fails, the algorithm
jumps to the next iteration, otherwise the new sample’s neighbours are
identified accordingly to the Near procedure, as shown in figure 1.2(d)
with a nearest range approach;
lines 12-17: Best parent (a). A cycle looks for the best parent among
the previously identified neighbours, i.e. the neighbour that will give
znew the minimum CostFromRoot once connected to the tree. Connec-
tion to the tree is performed on line 17. An example of this operation
is given in figure 1.2(d);
lines 19-24: Rewiring (b). Once znew is connected to the tree, another
cycle checks neighbours again to find out if their CostFromRoot can be
improved by passing through znew instead of their current parent. This
is the case shown in figure 1.2(e), where the green and blue paths are
compared and the neighbour’s parent is updated to znew, leading to the
final situation shown in figure 1.2(f);
lines 25-28: Update best destination (c). zdestin ∈ V and cgoal - ini-
tialized in line 1 - are respectively used to keep track of the vertex in
goal region with minimum cost so far and its cost from root. Here we
check if znew is a better destination than the previous best. This is
basically the query phase of the algorithm, which is executed online
and integrated with the processing phase.
We hereby remark that RRT*, introduced by [12] in year 2010, is a variant
of RRT algorithm, first described by [17] in 1998. RRT* reduces to RRT by
dropping blocks (a) and (b) in its pseudocode, so that RRT always tries
to connect a new sample to its nearest neighbour in the tree, with no best
parent search nor rewiring being perfomed. Unlike RRT*, when a sample
is connected to the tree, its path from root will remain unchanged as the
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algorithm runs and optimality cannot be achieved, even though probabilistic
completeness is guaranteed ([16]).
1.4.3 Examples
In this section we show outcomes of the presented algorithm on some prob-
lems in a R2 C-space, and use them to further reason on remarkable features
of the algorithm. The execution times reported refer to a common laptop
(Intel R© Centrino Duo, 2.0 GHz), running a C++ version of the algorithm and
a Processing visualization module implemented by the author.
A first problem is presented in figure 1.3, with zinit marked with an X
and Xgoal displayed as a blue square region, while the tree is color-coded
according to the CostFromRoot function. Here we use a cost function based
on the euclidean distance between vertices, hence looking for the shortest
path.
The figures on the left show all the kinds of trajectories considered by
RRT* during its evolution. The anytime nature of RRT* can be appreciated,
i.e. after the first solution is found, commands could be immediately sent to
drive a robot, while the solution keeps being refined.
The same problem was solved with RRT, whose evolution is shown on
the right for comparison. Interestingly, the trees generated by the two al-
gorithms have the same exact vertices iteration by iteration and only differ
by their edges, since the exact same sampling sequence was used. It is now
evident that the solution found by RRT remains essentially identical to the
first solution found, and it can slightly change only when the update best
destination procedure takes place (i.e. a sample is put in the goal region and
connected to the tree with a better cost than the previous best).
In figure 1.4 we show the result after 60000 iterations. In the same figure
we also highlight two disconnected areas of the tree, where leaves face each
other on the sides of a line. This is common when obstacles are completely
“immersed” in the C-space, and the imaginary lines can be thought of as
indifference lines, with the property that two paths with the same cost can
17
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newznearestz
(a) “Bad” sample
newz
nearestz
(b) “Good” sample
newz
(c) Neighbours identification
newz
(d) Best parent among neighbours
newz
(e) Rewiring (f) Final result
Figure 1.2: Steps of a single RRT* iteration for path planning
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be found from the root to each point along them. Intuitively, these lines5
divide the space behind obstacles in regions which are best reachable by
passing them from the right or from the left side.
A second example is shown in figure 1.5, where RRT* is used to solve
path planning with complex obstacles (i.e. a maze) using a nearest range
approach with decreasing radius balls as neighbourhoods.
We notice that while in a very first phase exploration of space is quite
fast, the use of a radius-based neighbourhood leads to a progressive slowdown
of exploration. This behaviour is heavily influenced by the value of the λ
parameter in the Near procedure.
5these would be surfaces in a 3D C-space
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it. 273 it. 273
it. 972 it. 972
it. 1386 it. 1386
it. 60000
(g) RRT*, 66 sec execution
it. 60000
(h) RRT, 8 sec execution
Figure 1.3: RRT* vs RRT comparison
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Figure 1.4: Convergence outcome and indifference lines
Figure 1.5: A maze with RRT*.
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(a) an omnidirectional robot (b) a robot with car dynamics
Figure 1.6: Two different mobile robot dynamics
1.5 From path planning to motion planning
Problems 1 and 2 introduced in section 1.1 consist in finding a feasible path,
as in definition 5. According to this definition, any continuous function
γ : [0, 1]→ C is considered to be a path, thus a potential solution.
However, it is easy to find real applications where a more restrictive notion
of path is needed. For instance, while an ominidirectional robot can easily
follow the trajectory in figure 1.6(a) by turning around in place, the same
does not apply for the car in figure 1.6(b). The car’s velocity direction is
in fact constrained by the orientation of the wheels, as shown in the figure,
where a more plausible trajectory is shown.
In the most general case, a robot has to be considered as a dynamical
system, which is subject to some dynamical laws typically modelled by non-
linear differential equations, and with which it is possible to interact by
exclusive means of a set of controls.
A few preliminary definitions are provided in the sequel.
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Definition 9 (dynamical system). Let X ⊂ Rn state space and U ⊂ Rm
control space be compact sets. The differential equation:
x˙ = f(x(t), u(t)), (1.3)
with:
• x(t) ∈ X and u(t) ∈ U ∀t ∈ [0, T ] ⊂ R,
• f : Rn × Rm → Rn continuously differentiable with respect to both
variables,
• x, u essentially bounded over t ∈ [0, T ],
is said to model a time-invariant dynamical system. 
It is relevant to notice that, in the new description, a state space is con-
sidered instead of the formerly mentioned configuration space. While config-
uration is a merely kinematic notion, state is essentially a broader concept,
whose most general definition requires it to capture all the information needed
to fully describe the evolution of the system.
As to dynamical systems, state tipically involves the generalized coordi-
nates and their time derivatives, typically up to the second order.
According to this distinction, zinit,Xgoal,Xobs and Xfree have to be recon-
sidered as:
Definition 10. zinit ∈ X initial state of the robot and Xgoal,Xobs,Xfree ⊂
X goal, obstacle and obstacle-free regions in the state space, 
while the concept of path has to be replaced by the concept of trajectory :
Definition 11 (trajectory). Given a dynamical system and a control law
u : [0, T ] → U , a function x : [0, T ] → X with bounded total variation is
called a:
• trajectory, if it complies with the given system’s dynamics,
i.e. x˙(t) = f(x(t), u(t))
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• collision-free trajectory, if it is a trajectory and x(τ) ∈ Xfree , ∀τ ∈
[0, 1]. 
In this new framework, problems 1 and 2 will be translated respectively
as:
Problem 3 (Kinodynamic motion planning). Given the motion planning
problem (Xfree, Xgoal, zinit) and a smooth function f that describes a system’s
dynamics, find a control law u : [0, T ]→ U for some T ∈ R≥0 such that the
corresponding unique trajectory x(t) : x˙(t) = f(x(t), u(t)) ∀t ∈ [0, T ] ,
• is obstacle-free, i.e. x(t) ∈ Xfree ∀t ∈ [0, T ],
• reaches the goal region, i.e. x(T ) ∈ Xgoal.
♦
Problem 4 (Optimal Kinodynamic motion planning). Given the motion
planning problem (Xfree, Xgoal, zinit) and a smooth function f that describes
a system’s dynamics, find a control law u : [0, T ]→ U for some T ∈ R≥0 such
that the corresponding unique trajectory x(t) : x˙(t) = f(x(t), u(t)) ∀t ∈ [0, T ] ,
• is obstacle-free, i.e. x(t) ∈ Xfree ∀t ∈ [0, T ],
• reaches the goal region, i.e. x(T ) ∈ Xgoal,
• minimizes a cost functional J(x, u) = ∫ T
0
g(x(t), u(t))dt,
with g : X × U → R>0.
♦
1.5.1 RRT* under differential constraints
In the present section we illustrate how the RRT* algorithm is extended to
handle systems with differential constraints (i.e. nonholonomic dynamical
systems), as first introduced in [13].
The strategy of the solver remains essentially the same when it comes to
nonholonomic systems, and the main elements of the algorithm are identical
to the ones in Algorithm 2. The crucial ingredient to deal with differential
constraints is a primitive local steering procedure, able to connect a given
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state to all the states in some neighbourhood with trajectories complying
with the dynamics of the system and in an optimal, obstacle-unaware fashion.
The procedures that have to be reconsidered are:
Dist(z1, z2), with z1, z2 ∈ X outputs the optimal cost of a trajectory be-
tween the two given states, assuming no obstacles. In other words,
Dist(z1, z2) = min
T∈R≥0,u:[0,T ]→U
J(x),with:
{
x˙(t) = f(x(t), u(t));∀t ∈ [0, T ],
x(0) = z1, x(T ) = z2
Steer(z1, z2): Given the two states z1, z2 ∈ X, there exists a  > 0 such
that Steer procedure returns i) a trajectory x : [0, T ] → X, with
x(0) = z1, x(T ) = z2 ii) the corresponding control input u : [0, T ]→ U
s.t. x˙(t) = f(x(t), u(t)) ∀t ∈ [0, T ] and iii) the time T; in such a way
that J(Steer(z1, z2)) = Dist(z1, z2) for all ||z1 − z2|| < .
For consistency, line 6 in Agorithm 2 should be updated with:
Algorithm 3: RRT* extension to differential constraints
5 . . .
6 (xnew, unew, T )←− Steer(znearest, znew) ;
7 . . .
11 cmin ←− CostFromRoot (znew) + CostOfTraj (xnew) ;
1.5.2 Path planning as a special case: Single Integrator
Dynamics
The formulation of problem 4 is more general than problem 2. More precisely,
problem 4 reduces to 2 when a single integrator dynamics is considered, i.e.
a dynamical system governed by the equation:
x˙ = u(t), with
{
u, x ∈ Rn
|u| ≤ umax, umax ∈ R>0
(1.4)
This is basically a system where velocity can be directly controlled from
time to time, with no limitations on its orientation in space and speed
bounded by a maximum value umax.
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Under these assumption, the definitions of distance and local steering
given in the previous section collapse to the defitions of the Dist and Steer
procedures for path planning given in section 1.4.1.
In particular, Dist(z1, z2) reduces to the euclidean distance between z1
and z2 and Steer(z1, z2) outputs i) the path along a straight line between
the input states, ii) the control law u(t) = umax∀t ∈ [0, T ] and iii) time
T = Dist(z1, z2)/umax. .
1.5.3 Dubins dynamics and time-optimal steering
The simplest and most widely used dynamics to deal with low speed car
robots is the so called Dubins vehicle dynamics, described by the following
nonlinear differential equations:
x˙D = vD cos(θD)
y˙D = vD sin(θD)
θ˙D = uD, |uD| ≤ vDρmin
(1.5)
with xD and yD the cartesian coordinates of the vehicle, θD the heading
angle, vD a given constant speed and ρmin the minimum turning radius, a
constant as well. The given system is basically a vehicle at constant speed
where only the steering is being controlled.
All the paths with curvature bounded by the minimum turning radius
ρmin are admissible trajectories of the dynamical system described by 1.5 and
therefore the problem is usually described as a geometrical problem rather
than a dynamical problem.
It is well known - as proved in [9] - that the minimum length - and
therefore time - trajectories between states are to be sought among six dif-
ferent kinds of paths, all of which are a composition of maximum steering
and straight segments as follows: RSL, LSR, RSR, LSL, RLR, LRL where
L stands for left, R for right, and S identifies a straight segment. These
solutions are displayed in figure 1.7.
While this is a very useful simplification of the problem, it produces a
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(a) LSR (b) RSR (c) RSL (d) LSL (e) LRL & RLR
Figure 1.7: Dubins optimal-time curves
driving style that turns out uncomfortale to human passengers, therefore
efforts are being made to develop a more general procedure that enables to
optimize with respect to different cost functions, which aim at taking into
account factors like steering rate, distance from a given centerline reference
trajectory and other comfort-related issues.
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Chapter 2
Formal methods and Process
Algebra for motion planning
2.1 Origin and motivation of Formal methods
The whole idea of writing specifications in a rigorous language is not orig-
inally developed for motion planning purposes, but it is actually borrowed
from different fields of computer science, such as software and hardware en-
gineering, and it is part of the wider discipline of model checking.
On the one hand, as the world’s reliance on functioning Information and
Communication Thechnology systems grows faster, the systems themselves
become more and more complex, and therefore prone to implementation
issues. On the other hand, failures of such systems become less acceptable
as time goes by. As pointed out in [1], two main reasons can be identified:
Safety. Errors can be catastrophic, and history offers us significant exam-
ples. A bug in the control software of the missile Ariane-5, the Mars
Pathfinder, caused it to crash after 36 seconds from launch due to an
uncontrolled conversion from a floating point value into an integer type.
Also, a software flaw in the input collection of the control portion of
Therac-25 - a medical radiation therapy machine - caused the death
of six patients in two years as they were unwillingly exposed to an
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overdose of radiation.
Money. Even though some unwanted behaviours of software or hardware
do not threaten people’s life, they can cause non negligible financial
consequences to the manufacturer/end user. One example for all is a
bug in Intel’s Pentium II floating-point division unit in the early ‘90s
which caused a loss of roughly 475 million US dollars fo the replacement
of faulty hardware and damaged Intel’s reputation as a reliable chip
manufacturer [1].
The classical methods to deal with software verification, namely simu-
lation, testing and deductive verification (i.e. proving correctness of soft-
ware/hardware by the use of axioms and theorems) are error prone. The
first two can easily be not exhaustive of all the possible program paths, thus
not revealing a problem, and the third one can be very time-demanding and
not always possible.
The main aim of model checking is making verification an automated pro-
cess, based upon a system specification expressed in a rigorous, unambiguous
formal language. This does not only guarantee that an exhaustive search for
implementation errors is performed, but also provides efficient debugging
tools, since model checking algorithms are able to spot where the error is, or
- more properly - which module of the implemented system does not comply
with the given specifications.
2.2 Process Algebra
Process Algebra is a mathematical framework originally developed to formal-
ize and reason about the behaviour of complex concurrent systems. In model
checking, a Process Algebra term can be used to describe design requirements
for software/hardware, and a set of equivalence relations enable to formally
equate a given implementation of the system to its design specification or
establish non-trivial properties of systems in an elegant fashion. A detailed
description of the language and such applications can be found in [11].
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In the present work, a basic subset of Process Algebra will be used instead
to formally describe mission specifications for motion planning purposes. A
similar application can be found in [15] to perform task allocation for a team
of autonomous UAVs.
Specifically, we are going to consider the class of missions which are ex-
pressible as the composition of sequential and alternative elementary tasks.
The planning is then made of the following two steps:
i) Once a mission specification is given in the form of a PA term, it is
converted into a finite state automaton by means of a parser described
in section 2.2.2.
ii) The generated automaton - which we will also refer to as process graph
(PG) - will be then used to define an appropriate extended state space
where motion planning algorithms - RRT* in our work - can be seam-
lessly applied to compute a solution which complies by construction
with the given mission specifications.
We hereby remark that once the automaton is built, the described procedure
is very general and it can be used without modifications to perform planning
with logical constraints expressed in different, more expressive languages,
such as LTL.
2.2.1 Grammar
Definition 12 (atomic actions). An atomic action represents an indivisible
behaviour of the system and is identified by a name/term ta, i.e. a string of
characters. Such behaviour is a process that can execute itself and terminate
with acceptance. Let then A be a finite, non-empty set of atomic actions. 
Definition 13 (syntax of Basic Process Algebra). Given a non-empty finite
set A of atomic actions, the set T of Basic Process Algebra (BPA) terms on
A is defined inductively as follows:
i) (atomic terms) each action name is in T, i.e. ta ∈ T ∀a ∈ A
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ii) (alternative composition) if p, p′ ∈ T, then p+ p′ ∈ T
iii) (sequential composition) if p, p′ ∈ T, then p · p′ ∈ T
iv) (brackets) if p ∈ T, then (p) ∈ T 
The BPA terms describe complex processes, i.e. behaviours of the sys-
tem. In the syntax definition 13 we introduced two binary operators, whose
semantics is informally explained as:
• The alternative operator ‘+’ describes a process p + p′ which executes
either process p or process p′.
• The sequential operator ‘·’ describes a process p · p′ which executes p
first, and then p′ when p terminates with acceptance.
As a convention, the sequential operator has a higher priority than the
alternative operator. Let us also informally introduce:
Definition 14 (trace of a process). An ordered sequence γ = (a1, a2 . . . an)
of atomic actions that a process p can execute is called a trace of process p.
In turn, each process p can be associated with the set of all traces Γp that p
can execute. 
Definition 15 (finite automaton). A non-deterministic finite automaton
(NFA) is a tuple M = (Q, qinit,Σ, δ, F ), where:
• Q is a finite set of states ;
• qinit ∈ Q is the initial state;
• Σ is an input alphabet, i.e. a set of input symbols;
• δ ⊆ Q× Σ×Q is a non-deterministic transition relation;
• F ⊆ Q is a set af accepting states. 
Let a input word w of a NFA be a sequence of input symbols w = (σ1, . . . σn) ,
with σi ∈ Σ ∀i ∈ [1, n].
A run ρ of a NFA over a word w is a sequence of states ρ = (q0, q1, . . . , qn)
with q0 = qinit and qi ∈ Q ∀i ∈ [1, n] such that (qi−1, σi, qi) ∈ δ ∀i ∈ [1, n].
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There exist words to which no runs are associated. On this case the word
is said to be rejected by the automaton.
A word w is instead said to be accepted by an NFA if and only if there
exists a run ρ over w such that its last state is an accepting state, i.e. qn ∈ F .
The language of an automaton M, denoted as L(M), is defined as the
set of all words accepted by M.
Definition 16 (process graph). A process graph associated to the process
p is a non-deterministic finite automaton PGp with:
• its alphabet being the process’ set of actions, i.e. Σ = A;
• its language being the process’ set of traces, i.e. L(PGp) = Γp. 
We hereby remark that - according to the previous definition - given a
process, the associated process graph is not unique. The property stated in
definition 16 is in fact called trace equivalence, and it is strong enough for
the purposes of this work. A stronger property, the bisimulation equivalence
is described in [11] and enables to set up a bijective map beween processes
and process graphs.
An elementary example
Given the set of actions:
A = {‘watchTV, ‘goOutWithFrieds’, ‘goToBed’},
the term:
SaturdayNight = ‘(watchTV + goOutWithFriends) · goToBed’
represents the process: “before eventually going to bed - the accepting state
- one would either stay home watching tv or go out with friends”.
The traces of the saturdayNight process are:
γ1,saturdayNight = ‘watchTv · goToBed’,
γ2,saturdayNight = ‘goOutWithFriends · goToBed’,
with: ΓsaturdayNight = {γ1,saturdayNight, γ2,saturdayNight}.
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0
1
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watchTV goOutWithFriends
goToBed
(a)
0
1
2 3
watchTV
goToBed goToBed
goOutWithFriends
(b)
Figure 2.1: Two trace equivalent graphs for a simple process.
Two trace equivalent process graphs associated with the SaturdayNight
process are displayed in figure 2.1, where the initial state qinit is labeled
‘0’ and the accepting state is labeled ‘1’ and marked as a double circle.
In particular, the graph in figure 2.1(a) is also bisimilar (i.e. bisimulation
equivalent) to the given formula, that is, it resembles the same branching
structure [11].
2.2.2 Parser
The PA parser is supposed to generate a process graph associated to a given
input PA term. Many parsing techniques have been developed for several
specific applications. An overview can be found in [4].
Parsers for Basic Process Algebra are described in [19] - where a binary
parsing tree is used as an intermediate stage - and in [15], where a parser
on-the-fly is described, embedded in a search tree algorithm.
For the simple grammar described, we are going to use a recursive descent
technique which builds the bisimilar process graph directly from the PA term
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in a natural way.
Here follows the preliminary description of its primitive procedures:
splitMain(string t, char o) : with inputs t ∈ T a PA term and o a
character, returns an ordered set of PA terms being the operands of
operator o in the main level of t. If brackets in t are unbalanced, report
an error message;
e.g. splitMain(‘(((a+ b) · c) + (d+ e))’, ‘+’) = { ‘((a+ b) · c)’, ‘(d+ e)’}
addVertex(graph G) : adds a new vertex to the input graph G and re-
turns an identifier of the new vertex. The identifier is typically a pro-
gressively increasing integer;
addEdge(graph G, vertex S, vertex T, string label) : adds a new
directed edge to the input graph G, with vertex S as the source and
vertex D as the destination and assigns the given label to it,
popBack(set S) : it removes from S its last element and returns it, thus
reducing the size of S by one.
The parser pseudo-code is outlined in Algorithm 4. It is essentially a
recursively defined function that scans the PA term top-down while modi-
fying a graph G. Its inputs are a PA term t, a reference to the graph G to
modify and two vertex identifiers, I (intial) and F (final), i.e. the vertices of
G between which the content of the input term t should be parsed.
2.2.3 Automata-based motion planning
In order to solve a optimal motion planning problem while satisfying a mis-
sion specification provided as a PA term, a modified version of the previously
described sampling-based algorithms is proposed in [19]. However, for both
simplicity of formulation and implementation, it looks desirable and more
elegant to perform the search for a solution with the exact same algorithms
presented in Chapter 1.
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Algorithm 4: Process Algebra Parser
/* Parser definition */
1 PA parse (string t, vertex I, vertex F , graph G):
2 addends ←− splitMain (t, ‘+’) ;
3 if addends ¬ = ∅ then
4 foreach t′ ∈ addends do
5 PA parse (t′, I, F , G) ;
6 else
7 factors ←− splitMain (t, ‘·’) ;
8 if factors ¬ = ∅ then
9 lastFactor ←− popBack (factors) ;
10 prevVert ←− I ;
11 foreach t′ ∈ factors do
12 newVert ←− addVertex (G) ;
13 PA parse (t′, prevVert, newVert, G) ;
14 prevVert ←− newVert;
15 PA parse (lastFactor, prevVert, F , G) ;
16 else /* t is an atomic action here */
17 addEdge (G, I, F , t) ;
/* Parser call */
18 PG ←− createEmptyGraph () ;
19 initVert ←− newVert () ; // will be 0
20 endVert ←− newVert () ; // will be 1
21 PA parse (t, initVert, endVert, PG);
To achieve this, the crucial idea is extending the domain where the plan-
ning takes place, by embedding in it both dynamical and logical information,
so that the new definition of state captures the evolution of both the dynam-
ical system and the underlying automaton.
A similar approach is followed in [3], where Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)
is used to encode a set of safety road rules and an automata-based approach
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provides minimum-violating plans for an autonomous vehicle. However, the
problem formulation in [3] is history-less, since the state of the automaton is
fully recoverable from the robot’s state variables.
The following formulation overcomes this limitation and is indeed language-
independent, as long as a language can be correctly translated into a non
deterministic finite state automaton.
For motion planning purposes, each action(↔ input symbol of the au-
tomaton) is in fact a predicate over the robot’s state variables, i.e. formally
ai(↔ σi) : X → {true, false} . For simplicity we will also use ai(↔ σi) to
refer to the set of states which satisfy the predicate.
In the sequel, we will specifically consider an action ai(↔ σi) as a given
region in the state space of the dynamical system that models the robot, i.e.
ai ⊂ X (σi ⊂ X). For single integrator and Dubins dynamics, this basically
decribes locations in the robot’s environment, i.e. goals/subgoals.
However, it is important to notice that - in the most general case - this
definition can include state variables that are not strictly related to the sys-
tem’s dynamics (e.g. battery level, sensor data, or - for an autonomous
vehicle - number of passengers aboard).
Definition 17 (labelled state space). Let X be the state space of a dynam-
ical system and Q the set of states of a non-deterministic finite automaton
M. We will call X˜ = X × Q the M-labelled state space of the system. A
given element z˜ ∈ X˜ is a pair z˜ = (z, q), with z ∈ X and q ∈ Q the logical
label of z˜. 
Definition 18 (trajectory in X˜). A trajectory in theM-labelled state space
is a function x˜ : [0, T ] → X˜ with x˜(t) = (x(t), q(t)), t ∈ [0, T ] where x is a
trajectory of the dynamical system and q(t) is a piecewise-constant function
q : [0, T ]→ Q. 
A labelled trajectory x˜ can be naturally associated with a run ρ of the
underlying automaton if i) the logical transitions along it are transitions of
the automaton and ii) they happen when the symbols are verified, formally:
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Definition 19 (timing). Given a labelled trajectory x˜(t) = (x(t), q(t)), the
timing of x˜(t) is the set of time values Tx˜ := {t ∈ R≥0 : limτ→t− q(τ) 6= q(t)},
with Tx˜ = (t0, t1, . . . , tn) and ti−1 < ti ∀i ∈ [1, n]. By convention t0 = 0 is
always included. 
The timing of a labelled trajectory is basically the ordered set of time
istants when the logical label q changes along the trajectory.
Definition 20 (run generated by a trajectory). Given a labelled trajec-
tory x˜(t) = (x(t), q(t)) and its timing Tx˜ = (t0, t1, . . . , tn), the sequence
ρ = (q0, q1 . . . qn) with qi = q(ti) ∀i ∈ [0, n] is said to be a run of the au-
tomaton M generated by trajectory x˜ iff ∀i ∈ [0, n − 1] ∃ σi such that
(qi, σi, qi+1) ∈ δ ∧ x(ti) ∈ σi. 
According to the definitions, not all the labelled trajectories generate a
run of the automaton. In such cases, a trajectory is said to be rejected by
the automaton.
Indeed, a labelled trajectory that generates a run ρ = (qinit, q1, . . . , qn) of
M with its last state being an accepting state qn ∈ F is said to be accepted
by the automaton.
With the given premises, the following problem is now defined.
Problem 5 (NFA-based Optimal Kinodynamic motion planning problem).
Given a dynamical system, an obstacle-free space Xfree ⊆ X, an initial state
xinit ∈ X, a set of predicates Σ = {σk : X → {true, false} , k ∈ [1,m]} and
a finite automaton M with alphabet Σ, find a control law u : [0, T ] → U
such that:
• the corresponding unique trajectory x(t) : x˙(t) = f(x(t), u(t)) ∀t ∈
[0, T ], is obstacle-free, i.e. x(t) ∈ Xfree ∀t ∈ [0, T ],
• there exists a labelled trajectory x˜(t) = (x(t), q(t)) which is accepted
by M,
• the above mentioned labelled trajectory minimizes a cost functional
J(x˜, u) =
∫ T
0
g(x˜(t), u(t))dt, with g : X˜ × U → R>0.
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♦
A final noticeable remark is that the cost functional J is now defined
over the labelled trajectory space and therefore it depends not only on the
dynamical trajectory of the system, but also on the geneated run of the
automaton and its timing. Therefore it is possible to define order relations
over trajectories that take into account their logical features, in addition to
their geometry and dynamics. This possibility will be extensively used to
correctly implement algorithms for the urban-mobility robotic application in
Chapter 3.
2.3 RRT* for motion planning with mission
specifications
As promised, the problem formulation provided above makes it possible to
use the vanilla RRT* algorithm introduced in Chapter 1, as long as it is
projected into the labelled state space and some of its primitive procedures
are properly reinterpreted as follows.
Dist(z˜1, z˜2), with z˜1, z˜2 ∈ X˜, z˜1 = (z1, q1), z˜2 = (z2, q2), z1, z2 ∈ X and
q1, q2 ∈ Q, outputs the optimal cost of a labelled trajectory connecting
z˜1 and z˜2 assuming no obstacles and regardless of whether q1 → q2 is a
possible transition of the automaton.
Steer(z˜1, z˜2), given two labelled states z˜1, z˜2 ∈ X˜, with z˜1 = (z1, q1), z˜2 =
(z2, q2), z1, z2 ∈ X and q1, q2 ∈ Q:
• if q1 = q2 OR ∃σ ∈ Σ such that (q1, σ, q2) ∈ δ ∧ z1 ∈ σ, the
function retuns i) a labelled trajectory x˜(t) = (x(t), q(t)), t ∈ [0, T ]
such that: {
x(0) = z1
x(T ) = z2
,
{
q(t) = q1 ∀t ∈ [0, T )
q(T ) = q2
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ii) the corresponding control input u : [0, T ] → U and iii) the
time T; in such a way that J(Steer(z˜1, z˜2)) = Dist(z˜1, z˜2) for all
||z1 − z2|| < 
• reports failure otherwise.
Nearest(V, z˜ref ) and Near(V, z˜ref ) with z˜ref = (zref , qref ) ∈ X˜. Same def-
initions applies as in section 1.4.1, but based on the new definition of
Dist, thus the output labelled states will also have a different label
than qref ,
SampleFreeSpace() returns a random obstacle-free labelled state z˜new ∈ X˜ ,
i.e. z˜new = (znew, qnew) with znew uniformly distributed in Xfree and
qnew uniformly distributed in Q.
In order to improve efficiency and save computation capacity, a typi-
cal implementation trick is to make SampleFreeSpace reuse the same
sample znew ∈ Xfree across consecutive calls and couple it with all the
possible labels q ∈ Q.
CheckConnection(z˜1, z˜2) =

true, if Steer(z˜1, z˜2) outputs a obstacle-free
trajectory,
false otherwise.
Finally, the definition of the goal region must be updated to be the set
of states in X˜ labelled with an accepting state of the automaton, i.e. more
explicitly Xgoal :=
{
z˜ = (z, q) ∈ X˜ : q ∈ F
}
.
2.3.1 Examples
In this section we show the method at work on some example problems with
a single integrator dynamical system in a 2D C-space. Meanwhile we provide
intuitive interpretations of the definitions introduced above and analyse the
evolution of the algorithm for the presented cases.
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Example 1
In the first simple example, presented in figure 2.2(a), the goal region C
is supposed to be reached after visiting either region A or B. This mission
is expressed in PA as Φ = (A + B) · C and the resulting automaton is
shown in figure 2.2(b). Its alphabet is {A,B,C} and it is made of three
states {0, 1, 2} with 0 initial state, 1 accepting state and transitions δ =
{(0, A, 2), (0, B, 2), (2, C, 1)}.
According to the definition of labelled state space, each given configuration
of the robot z ∈ X is found in X˜ more than once, i.e. paired with all the labels
{0, 1, 2}. Therefore, taking the cartesian product X˜ = X ×Q introduced in
definition 17 can be reinterpreted as building copies of the C-space, shown
as layers in figure 2.3. Since label 1 corresponds to the accepting state of
the automaton, the corresponding layer 1 is not shown in the figure, because
once it is reached no further planning takes place on it.
In addition to that, definition 20 introduces some necessary conditions
for a trajectory to be logically admissible, i.e. accepted by the automaton.
In words, logical transitions along trajectories are required to be part of
the automaton transition relation δ and happen in places where the associ-
ated predicate is verified. Graphically these conditions can be interpreted as
a set of tunnels across layers. More specifically, an edge in the process graph
which connects state i to state j with symbol S is graphically translated as
a tunnel connecting layers i and j across region S.
An explainatory representation of the evolution of RRT* algorithm is
shown in figures 2.4(a)-2.4(c). The tree starts expanding with label 0(/on
layer 0) until it reaches the subgoals A and B which enable connections to
new samples with label 2(/on layer 2). On layer 2 two branches of the RRT*
tree expand from A and B outwards. In a sense, as an effect of rewiring, the
two branches of the tree “compete” with each other on the layer and generate
the indifference line highlighted in figure 2.5(c). The rest of figure 2.5 shows
the actual outcomes of the algorithm for this example.
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Figure 2.2: Example 1. A problem with a simple PA mission
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Figure 2.3: Visualization of the extended state space
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Figure 2.4: Representation of RRT* with mission constraints
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)a 231It.
)b 802It.
)c 59900It.
)d 60000It.
Figure 2.5: Solution of Example 1
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Example 2
A second, more complex example is introduced in figure 2.6.
Inspired by everyday life, we try to optimize the plan for somebody exiting
his/her apartment, with the following tasks to execute:
1. go to the toilet, considering two alternatives: toilet1 and toilet2,
2. turn off tv, switch off the bedroom light and grab the wallet; these
three actions can be done in any order,
3. exit from either exit1 or exit2,
4. throw the rubbish out.
The mission specification is:
Φ =
(
toilet1 + toilet2
) · (wallet · (tv · switch+ switch · tv) + . . .
. . . + tv · (wallet · switch+ switch · wallet) + . . .
. . . + switch · (tv · wallet+ wallet · tv)) · (exit1 + exit2) · rubbish
Figure 2.7 shows an intermediate solution, with the corresponding au-
tomaton. The dark path on the process graph is the run of the automaton
generated by the solution, while the light parts - namely vertices 5 and 11
and edge 3→ 13 - are unexplored portions of the labelled state space, which
have not been reached yet by the RRT* tree.
The final result is shown in figure 2.8, where it clearly appears that the
given path is not the shortest possible. In fact, in order to have more realistic
results and keep the path away from walls, for this example a custom cost
function has been used. More specifically, the cost of a segment is obtained
as a weighted sum of its length and the average value along it of the function
depicted in figure 2.9, where darker means higher cost.
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Figure 2.6: Example 2. A more complicated mission: exiting an apartment.
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Figure 2.7: Example 2. Intermediate solution (iteration 4128)
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Figure 2.8: Example 2. Solution (iteration 80000)
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Robotic applications
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Chapter 3
A robotic application in a
future urban mobility scenario
As outlined in section 2.1, formal methods and model checking show their
power and find most of their applications in the verification of software and
hardware implementations. Only recently, the same underlying principle of
using a formal language to express specifications and perform an automatic
verification was borrowed by motion planning. Various languages were con-
sidered to express motion planning missions, such as LTL and Deterministic
µ-Calculus, and different solving algorithms were proposed to find feasible
plans.
However, most of such motion planning applications are still at a theo-
retical/simulation stage, while only a little work can be found in literature
to address real life challenges.
In the sequel, we try to make a small step towards this direction and
switch our focus on robotic applications of the algorithms introduced in the
first two chapters, with special reference to a urban mobility-on-demand
scenario.
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3.1 Project overview
As mentioned, the present work has to be contextualized within a wider
research framework, the Future urban Mobility (FM) project.
This is a joint project between Massachussets Institute of Technology
(MIT) and National Research Foundation of Singapore, through the Singapore-
MIT Alliance for Research and Technology Centre (SMART).
The challenge of the SMART-FM project is to develop innovative mobil-
ity solutions to simultaneously improve safety, comfort and time associated
with transportation of people and goods, while reversing the alarming un-
sustainable energy and environmental issues resulting from the continuous
growth of urban transportation needs.
With this general vision, a specific direction of research investigates on
the concept of mobility-on-demand systems. These are fleets of lightweight
electric vehicles with autonomous driving capabilities at strategically dis-
tributed electrical charging stations throughout a city, meant to solve the
“first and last mile” problem of public transit, i.e. provide mobility between
mass transport transit stations and home/workplace. The whole project pro-
motes the coexistence of autonomous vehicles and human drivers to optimize
the efficiency of a transportation system.
3.2 Experimental equipment
While theoretical efforts are being made on the one hand to formalize and
study mathematical properties of transportation systems and on the other
hand to develop algorithms to enhance the autonomous driving capabilities
of self-driving cars, en experimental testbed for the research is needed to
prove the correctness and usefulness of new methods.
In order to do this, SMART currently operates within a portion of the
campus of National University of Singapore (NUS), using a modified Yamaha
G22E GMAX golfcar with drive-by-wire capabilities.
A brief overview of the hardware is shown in figure 3.1
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Figure 3.1: The SMART-FM golfcar.
Differently from the previous experience in Darpa Urban Challenge (2007),
where MIT’s autonomous vehicle (talos) was designed to have a detailed and
full perception of the environment thanks to expensive sensors1, the SMART
golfcar sensor choice was driven by the idea of moving towards cheaper and
more scalable solutions, at a price of a less detailed - but still sufficient -
perception of the environment.
As to the software, the device relies on the open source framework ROS
(Robot Operating System) running on Ubuntu. ROS provides operating
system-like functionalities, with the implementation of services such as low-
level control for commercial hardware and handling of concurrent processes.
It is based on a graph architecture where processing takes place in nodes that
may receive and publish messages of many kinds (i.e. sensor data, program
state variables, commands. . . ), representing all the data being processed by
the robot.
Since the golfcar is currently meant to operate within a restricted region
of the NUS campus, in a mixed indoor/open known environment, a current
design choice is to not make use of GPS localization.
1such as a velodyne, a powerful 360 aperture 3D LIDAR
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State estimation is performed instead by relying on a combination of laser
and odometry data, compared with a pre-built map of the environment.
Mapping the environment is in fact the first step needed to set up this
kind of localization system. This is done by driving the car around in a closed
loop which embraces the wanted region of the environment while running a
specifically designed algorithm called SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And
Mapping).
Once the map is available, in the form of an occupancy grid, a combina-
tion of laser and odometry data is used to drive a particle filter sequential
Montecarlo method for state estimation.
Intuitively, the robot “looks at the world around” itself and estimates its
pose by comparing sensor data with a previously acquired description of the
environment.
3.3 The target challenges
Considered the fleet of just one autonomous car, the available testing envi-
ronment and inspired by the mobiliy-on-demand concept being fostered by
the FM project, the following problems seem to represent a good scenario to
show the practical problem-solving potential of Process Algebra:
Challenge 1 (vehicle routing). Given one electric autonomous vehicle, n
pickup requests at locations p1, p2, . . . , pn on a map, associated to n destina-
tions d1, d2, . . . , dn, find and execute a plan that enables to serve the max-
imum number of requests, while using the m charging stations c1, c2, . . . cm
given on the map to complete the mission with a minimum battery level Bmin
when possible.
Meanwhile, the travelled distance should be minimized and the option
of car sharing with max. 2 passengers capacity2 will have to be consid-
ered. Furthermore, the car cannot stop at a charging station with passengers
aboard. F
2this is the capacity of the available golfcar
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This task should be executed by no means of remote information sources,
i.e. the car’s perception of the world is limited to its sensor data and a plan
should be made accordingly. As to this last requirement, specifically we are
going to consider that the car is not aware of the status of a charging station
before getting within sensor range away from it.
We therefore define a second target problem:
Challenge 2 (charging station handling). In the neighbourhood of a charg-
ing station C, if C is available the car should drive towards it and start
charging. Otherwise, the car should wait in one among some given nearby
locations w1, w2 . . . wk (e.g.parking lots) and watch the charging spot until it
becomes available, then drive towards it and charge. F
A clarification is hereby needed: the problem exposed in Challenge 1 is
known under the name of Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP)
and has been extensively studied in literature since the introduction of a
basic version (VRP) in 1959 by Dantiz and Ramser [7]. It is among the most
studied hard combinatorial optimization problems and hundreds of models
and algorithms were proposed for the exact and approximate solution of its
variants.
However, the intention here is to simply provide a test scenario to show
how the Basic Process Algebra language introduced earlier can deal with
small-scale and non trivial real applications and we do not aim at solving the
CVRP problem in an efficient or scalable way.
In fact, the ideas presented below are equivalent to brute-forcing the
problem.
3.4 Architecture of the proposed solution
The maps defining the workspace for these particular problems - generated
with the mentioned SLAM algorithm - can of course be seen as simple ob-
stacle maps. At a first glance, one can thus try to address the problem with
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S
T
S
T
Figure 3.2: Rules of road.
the previously introduced motion planning algorithms and come up with a
plan.
However, this kind of approach is not promising, for the reasons listed
below:
Scalability. While currently maps are confined to small regions of a uni-
versity campus, in the future, maps could be bigger and get to the
extent of including a whole town transportation network. Exploring
such maps with sampling based algorithms would be computationally
infeasible,
Rules. We need to take into account some rules of the roads, such as
driving in the correct lane and making u-turns only where allowed. As
a clarification, in this work we we will adopt the british left-driving
standard used in Singapore.
For instance, in figure 3.2 we show in red plausible trajectories output
by RRT* over a small map, to get from S to T . These trajectory
are very unsafe, while the green trajectories are better choices. In
the following, we will make this distinction with the terms legal/illegal
routes,
Environment changes. The robot environment is not completely known a
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priori, since the pre-built map refers to the particular moment in time
when it is built, while the true obstacle map is “discovered” locally
around the car as it moves.
As a matter of fact, not all the obstacles - think about other cars,
or pedestrians - can be included in the global map. The global map
should be therefore better conceived as a general abstraction of all the
evironment features that do not change in time.
The above mentioned remarks suggest that the problem should be faced
by splitting it into two parts: a higher level mission planner - also called the
route planner - and a lower level motion planning module - also called the
local planner.
An explainatory scheme for this architecture can be seen in figure 3.3,
which recalls the actual ROS graph.
The route planner will work in a global scale and with no awareness of
obstacles. More precisely it will make exclusive use of some a priori infor-
mation about the environment and the input mission specifications. Its aim
is to compute a sequence of elementary subtasks and send them to the local
planner for execution. This is done from time to time and a new task is sent
(through the next PA mission message) when the previous is completed or
reported infeasible.
When such a task is simply “get to the next configuration” we also refer
to the task as a waypoint, otherwise, in the more general case - like in the
charging station scenario exposed in problem 2 - the subtasks are process
algebra missions themselves.
The local planner should instead make use of the sensor data - previously
collected in the local map occupancy grid - to find low level plans completing
the subtasks received and send commands to a low level processing unit in
order to drive the car. As a feedback, it should also communicate with the
route planner itself when any such request has been completed or is not
feasible. This is done thanks to the RRT* status message.
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Figure 3.3: Architecture of the planner
3.5 Route planner
When it comes to the problem of route planning, the first thing to notice is
that the given maps contain a huge amount of information, since they are
basically built from the raw sensor data.
In particular, they include detailed information about the shape of obsta-
cles, buildings, sidewalks, and width of the roads in any point. This amount
of information is definitely useful for localization purposes, but clearly re-
dundant for high level mission planning.
Therefore, the first step towards a working mission planning module is to
properly redefine the structure of the map itself and switch from an occupancy
grid description to some datatype which is lighter and carries more useful
information for route planning purposes.
In our work, we identified and proposed a Route Graph as the ideal data
structure for this application. This is a directed graph RG, meant to capture
the connectivity of roads in a map and provide a search space that includes
all and only the legal routes, i.e. routes complying with the rules of the road
system.
More precisely, each vertex of the graph is denoted with z = (x, y), where
x and y are the coordinates in the map reference frame, and edges are chosen
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Figure 3.4: Route graph for the engineering site
in such a way that all paths in the graph correspond to legal routes in the
map and all the possible legal routes in the map are encoded in some paths
in RG.
An elementary example of such graph is shown in figure 3.7(a), with
reference to the small map presented earlier, while in figure 3.4 we show the
graph that was built for the engineering site of NUS campus.
3.5.1 Mission formulation with Basic Process Algebra
Coherently with the previously stated intention to show applications for small
scale problems, in the following we propose a way to translate Challenge 1
into a PA mission specification with up to three pickup requests and a generic
number of charging stations.
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Due to the limited expressivity of Process Algebra, the mission specifi-
cation will be essentially composed by listing all the possible traces of the
process. In fact, we are going to build this list by composing subproblems
and grouping solutions as much as possible, in order to reduce the number of
nodes of the associated process graph, and - as a consequence - the dimension
of the final search space.
Two peliminary definitions are needed:
Sub-mission C. This sub-mission is expressed by the PA term:
C = c1 + c2 + c3 + · · ·+ cm.
It essentially expresses the task “reach any charging station without
preferences”,
Operator *. This is a binary operator defined as:
A ∗B = A · (C ·B +B), (3.1)
with A,B ∈ T two generic PA terms. This operator is defined for con-
venience and expresses the task “consider charging if necessary between
A and B”,
The case with only one request is trivially expressed by the expression:
m(1) = p1 · d1. We now analyze the case with two requests and define sub-
missions that are used to correctly build the case with three requests without
repetitions. In the definitions below, the symbol ‘,’ conventionally separates
subgoals that - if flipped - make the described process change, while ‘-’ is
used to separate subgoals when their order in the process does not matter.
Ordered car-sharing mission, two requests. This expresses the mission
“pick up p1, then pickup p2 and bring both to their destinations in
whatever order”.
m(s)o (1, 2) = p1 · p2 · (d1 · d2 + d2 · d1)
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Ordered mission, two requests. This encompasses all the possible mis-
sions where p1 is picked up before p2.
mo(1, 2) = p1 · (p2 · (d1 · d2 + d2 · d1) + d1 ∗ p2 · d2)
In words: “pick up p1, then either i) pickup p2 and bring both to their
destinations in whatever order, or ii) drop p1 off, then consider charging
and finally serve p2”.
Mission with two requests. This definition includes all the possible
missions with two requests without repetitions.
m(1-2) = mo(1, 2) +mo(2, 1);
If we expand the mo terms and the ∗ operator, we get . . .
m(1-2) = p1 · (p2 · (d1 · d2 + d2 · d1) + d1 · (C · p2 + p2) · d2) + . . .
. . . + p2 · (p1 · (d2 · d1 + d1 · d2) + d2 · (C · p1 + p1) · d1),
The bisimilar automaton for the formula above, displayed in figure
3.5(a) is the best feasible with the Basic Process Algebra language
considered, but we can easily find a smaller trace equivalent automaton
with the two optimization tricks described below:
• the edges labelled with C, by the definition in (3.1) of operator *,
always lead to paths that are duplicated in the automaton, there-
fore we can rearrange them as highlighted in figure 3.5(b) (red).
This optimization is needed since PA is unable to generate au-
tomata with edges going ‘backwards’. It could be performed by
extending the parser to deal internally with the operator *, but
this would specialize the parser to a particular kind of problems,
• we merge the duplicated sub-missions, such as d1 · d2 + d2 · d1, as
shown in figure 3.5(b) (green). This trick could be implemented
by assigning names to sub-missions and composing the mission
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Figure 3.5: Process graphs for two requests
with these names. The parser should then build the automaton
while trying to reuse istances of the sub-missions when possible.
For the sake of completeness, we hereby report that minimization of
automata is in fact a wider and largely studied problem and refer to
[2] for further reading.
Car-sharing mission, two requests. Similarly to the previous one,
m(s)(1-2) = m(s)o (1, 2) +m
(s)
o (2, 1);
This definition includes all the possible mission with two requests and
where car-sharing takes place. It is mainly introduced to prevent repe-
titions in the upcoming cases.
Ordered mission, three requests.
mo(1-2, 3) = m(1-2) ∗ p3 · d3
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Ordered car-sharing mission, three requests.
m(s)o (3, 1-2) = p3 · d3 ∗m(s)(1-2)
Mission, three requests. This definition includes all the possible missions
with two requests without repetitions.
m(1-2-3) = mo(1-2, 3) +mo(1-3, 2) +mo(2-3, 1) + . . .
. . . + m(s)o (3, 1-2) +m
(s)
o (2, 1-3) +m
(s)
o (1, 2-3)
If we expand the mo terms and the ∗ operator, we get the explicit term:
m(1-2-3) = (p1 · (p2 · (d1 · d2 + d2 · d1) + d1 · (C · p2 + p2) · d2) + . . .
+ p2 · (p1 · (d2 · d1 + d1 · d2) + d2 · (C · p1 + p1) · d1)) · (C · p3 + p3) · d3 + . . .
+ (p1 · (p3 · (d1 · d3 + d3 · d1) + d1 · (C · p3 + p3) · d3) + . . .
+ p3 · (p1 · (d3 · d1 + d1 · d3) + d3 · (C · p1 + p1) · d1)) · (C · p2 + p2) · d2 + . . .
+ (p2 · (p3 · (d2 · d3 + d3 · d2) + d2 · (C · p3 + p3) · d3) + . . .
+ p3 · (p2 · (d3 · d2 + d2 · d3) + d3 · (C · p2 + p2) · d1)) · (C · p1 + p1) · d1 + . . .
+ p3 · d3 · (C · (p1 · p2 · (d1 · d2 + d2 · d1) + p2 · p1 · (d2 · d1 + d1 · d2)) + . . .
+ (p1 · p2 · (d1 · d2 + d2 · d1) + p2 · p1 · (d2 · d1 + d1 · d2))) + . . .
+ p2 · d2 · (C · (p1 · p3 · (d1 · d3 + d3 · d1) + p3 · p1 · (d3 · d1 + d1 · d3)) + . . .
+ (p1 · p3 · (d1 · d3 + d3 · d1) + p3 · p1 · (d3 · d1 + d1 · d3))) + . . .
+ p1 · d1 · (C · (p2 · p3 · (d2 · d3 + d3 · d2) + p3 · p2 · (d3 · d2 + d2 · d3)) + . . .
+ (p2 · p3 · (d2 · d3 + d3 · d2) + p3 · p2 · (d3 · d2 + d2 · d3))),
which generates the mission graph shown in figure 3.6(a), that in turn
can be reduced to the one in figure 3.6(b) with the above mentioned tricks.
Just by looking at the last PA formula and the associated automaton, we
can appreciate the complexity of the problem and verify that this approach
is not feasible for a higher number of requests.
This remark suggests an interesting hint for future research: we can think
about a new methodology that aims at translating the logical requirements
of a mission into some formal language, rather than listing all the acceptable
solutions.
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These rules can be summarized as:
1. the maximum capacity is two passengers
2. whenever subgoal pi is reached, subgoal di will be eventually reached
3. if a passenger is on board, car cannot stop at a charging station
4. battery level is always above a given threshold
5. eventually, all the requests are satisfied.
The keywords eventually and always used to describe the rules are operators
in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), a very expressive formal language that
seems to perfectly suit this application.
3.5.2 Solving algorithm
As previously explained, in the conception of the route planning problem,
the environment is described by means of the route graph RG. If we try to
link this idea with the motion planning problem introduced in the previous
chapters, we can think that the continuous state space of the robot has been
replaced by a discretized and reduced version of the environment.
Moreover, the way RRT* algorithm itself operates can be seen as dis-
cretizing the space and implicitly perform an online search on the discretized
space by keeping a tree structure.
When a PA mission is given - or an automaton in general - these compar-
isons naturally lead to using the same solution strategy described in chapter
2 to deal with automata-based model checking on a route graph.
The method can be summarized in the following steps:
1. once the car pose {x, y, θ} on the map is acquired from the localization
module, the car should be appropriately located on a node on the
route graph. After some trial and error, the best tested implementation
follows the steps i) look for the point F closest to the car, along an edge
E of the route graph whose direction is within a given angle (±30◦)
from the car heading θ ii) add a new vertex vcar to the route graph in
position F and the edge going from vcar to the target of E,
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2. from the route graph RG and the mission automaton M, a bigger
search graph LRG is built, whose paths generate runs of the automaton
by construction,
3. an optimal graph search algorithm is used on LRG to find the best
path. The found solution is a sequence P = {xi, yi,∀i = 1 . . . N},
4. the missions associated to each node are sequentially sent to the lo-
cal planner for execution. For nodes which do not carry custom PA
sub-missions (i.e. all the nodes but charging stations), send the mis-
sion φ = nextPosei where nextPosei is a given region around pose
{xi, yi, atan2(yi+1 − y, xi+1 − xi)}.
In the following, we are going to give details of the core idea of the
algorithm, which lies in point 2. an 3. above.
Definition 21 (Labelled Route Graph (LRG)). Given the route graph
RG = (VRG, ERG) and a non-deterministic finite automatonM with Q set of
states ofM, the labelled route graph is a graph LRG with the set of vertices
being VLRG = VRG ×Q and the set of edges obtained as
ELRG := {[(z1, q1), (z2, q2)] : (z1, z2) ∈ ERG ∧ q1 = q2 ∨ . . .
. . . ∨ ∃σ ∈ Σ s.t. (q1, σ, q2) ∈ δ ∧ σ(z1) ∧ σ(z2)}

In the sequel we will also mention the set of accepting vertices VF . This
is the subset of VLRG associated to an accepting state of the automaton,
i.e. VF := {v = (z, q) ∈ VLRG : q ∈ F}.
Once the LRG is set, we are going to use the well-known Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm. This is a graph search algorithm used in routing problems, whose
pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 6. Dijkstra’s algorithm finds the optimal
path from a vertex vinit to every other vertex of a graph with respect to a
given cost relation.
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Definition 22 (cost order relation). A cost is a total order relation ≤ over
paths of the LRG graph, such that:
i) (antisymmetry) a ≤ b ∧ b ≤ a⇒ a = b,
ii) (transitivity) a ≤ b ∧ b ≤ c⇒ a ≤ c,
iii) (totality) a ≤ b ∨ b ≤ a is identically true,
where a, b, c ∈ KLRG and KLRG denotes the set of all paths in LRG. 
We hereby remark that this definition of cost is more flexible than the
one used so far, since it does not explicitly require a map from the space of
paths to the positive real numbers, but stresses on the idea that the cost is
used to compare solutions.
What is peculiar to the considered routing problem is in fact the way the
cost has to be formulated. According to the definition of the problem, we
have three kinds of stations: “pickup” pi, “destination” di and “charging” ci,
which are qualitatively different as far as the cost is concerned.
Specifically, the cost relation used for Challenge 1 is defined as follows
and detailed in algorithm 5:
• Given two paths in LRG, priority is given to the one which ends with
battery level above Bmin. If both paths terminate below Bmin, prefer
the one with higher battery level. A naive estimation is used that
assumes linear consumption with travelled distance.
• If both paths satisfy the minimum battery constraint, then the path
with the higher number of requests served (i.e. the number of “desti-
nations” reached) is preferred.
• In case the two paths satisfy the same number of requests, then the
comparison is based on the travelled distance.
• If all the above conditions do not give a preference, then the two paths
are considered of equal cost.
A detailed description of our algorithm is given in the sequel.
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Datatypes:
list<element> a sequential dynamic container of objects of type element,
map<key, value> an associative dynamic container that stores elements
formed by a combination of a key and a mapped value,
cost a tuple (b, r, d) with b ∈ [0, 1] battery level, r ∈ N number of requests
satisfied and d ∈ R travelled distance
Fields:
list<vertex> PM. (Priority queue) In this list, Dijkstra’s algorithms stores
the newly optimized vertices, from which optimization should propa-
gate to neighbours in the next iterations. For efficiency, this list is
usually implemented as a priority queue, i.e. a list that is kept sorted
while elements are added/removed with respect to a given order rela-
tion,
map<vertex, vertex> PM. (Best Parent Map) Dijkstra’s algorithm builds
a map that associates a best parent to each vertex of the graph. This
is equivalent to building a tree, rooted on zinit with the same vertices
of the input graph,
map<vertex, cost> CM (Best Cost Map) while building the tree, this map
is needed to keep track of the cost to reach each vertex from the root.
Procedures:
pushFront(element e, list L) adds e to the beginning of L ,
isEmpty(list L) returns true if List is empty, false otherwise,
popMin(list L, compareFunction ≤) returns an element e ∈ L such that
e ≤ ei ∀ei ∈ L and removes it from the list,
addToMap(key k, value v, map M) if the input key is not in map M ,
addToMap adds k to the map and sets the correspondent value to v. If
k is already in the map, its mapped value is updated to v,
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getFromMap(key k, map M) returns the value v associated to key k in map
M and reports failure if k is not present in map M ,
getNextVertices(graph G = (V,E), vertex z0) returns the set Vznext of
vertices, with Vznext := {z ∈ V : (z0, z) ∈ E}
compareCost(cost a, cost b) This procedure implements the cost order re-
lation described earlier and detailed in algorithm 5,
Algorithm 5: Cost comparison for the route planner
1 compareCost (c0 = {b0, r0, d0} , c1 = {b1, r1, d1})
/* Output boolean refers to c0 ≤ c1 */
2 if b0 ≤ Bmin then
/* always prefer a plan with battery level above
threshold to one below */
3 if b1 ≥ Bmin then return false;
4 return b0 ≥ b1 ; // if both below prefer higher battery
5 else
6 if b1 ≤ Bmin then return true;
/* If both above, prefer more requests satisfied */
7 if r0 ≥ r1 then
8 return true;
9 else if r0 == r1 then
/* If same requests, prefer shorter distance */
10 return d0 ≤ d1;
11 return false;
propagateCost(vertex v1 = (z1, q1), vertex v2 = (z2, q2)) returns the cost
structure {b2, r2, d2} that refers to the path leading from vinit to v2 by
passing through the current best path to v1 defined in PM. In partic-
ular, d2 = d1 + ||z2 − z1||, then b2 is either obtained by decreasing b1
accordingly to a battery consumption model or set to 1 if z2 is a charg-
ing station. As to r2, if z2 is the destination associated to a passenger
picked up along the path, then r2 = r1 + 1, otherwise r2 = r1.
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The complete procedure for the route planner is in algorithm 7, where we
see that after building the best parent and cost maps, the optimal route is
found by looking for the minimum cost among set of accepting vertices VF .
Algorithm 6: Dijkstra’s algorithm
1 Dijkstra (graph G = (V,E), vertex vinit)
2 PQ := list <vertex >; // priority queue
3 PM := map <vertex, vertex >; // best parent map
4 CM := map <vertex, cost >; // best cost map
5 foreach z ∈ V do addToMap (z, {0, 0,∞} ,CM);
6 addToMap (vinit, {0, 0, B0}CM);
7 pushFront (PQ, vinit);
8 while ¬isEmpty(PQ) do
9 vcur ←− popMin (PQ, compareCost);
10 ccur ←− getFromMap (CM,vcur) ;
11 Vnext ←− getNextVertices ();
12 foreach vnext ∈ Vnext do
13 cnew ←− propagateCost (ccur, vcur, vnext) ;
14 if compareCost (cnew, getFromMap(CM, vnext)) then
15 addToMap (vnext, cnew,CM) ;
16 addToMap (vnext, vcur,PM) ;
17 pushFront (PQ, vnext) ;
18 return {PM,CM};
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Algorithm 7: Route Planner
1 {PM,CM} ←− Dijkstra (LRG, vinit = {zinit, qinit});
2 cdest ←− {0, 0,∞};
3 foreach v ∈ VF do
4 if compareCost (getFromMap(CM, v), cdest) then
5 cdest ←− getFromMap (CM, v); vdest ←− v;
6 list < vertex > Path;
7 v ←− vdest;
8 while v¬ = vinit do
9 pushFront (Path, v);
10 v ←− getFromMap (PM, z);
11 pushFront (Path, v);
3.5.3 Route Planner Examples
Example 1
The following simple example refers to the small map introduced in figure
3.2 and will be used to give a better intuition of how the solving strategy is
conceptually identical to the one used for automata based motion planning
in section 2.2.3.
We identify the two stations A and B on the Route Graph, as in figure
3.7(a). We then consider the very simple mission A · B, that generates the
automaton in figure 3.7(b).
According to definition 21, we build the Labelled Route Graph by taking
the cartesian product of the route graph vertices set and the automaton state
space and set up the connections such that the automaton connectivity is
reproduced across layers, thus creating the tunnels we already introduced in
section 2.2.3. This process is visualized in 3.7(c).
Finally, we perform the search for the optimal path from vinit to the
accepting states with the procedure outlined in algorithm 7.
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(a) RouteGraph for a small map
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(c) Labelled Route Graph and solution
Figure 3.7: Route planning with PA mission specificaion on a simple problem
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Example 2
Here follows an example application of the PA route planner in the NUS
Engineering site. The problem is presented in figure 3.8. We assume there
is one charging station in location c1 and three customers waiting in the
stations marked with p1, p2, p3, to be dropped off respectively in stations
d1, d2, d3.
p1, d3
p2
d2, c1
p3
d1
Figure 3.8: A problem with three requests and one charging station
In figure 3.9 we show the solution found with the car completely charged.
Mission chosen is p1 · p2 · d2 · d1 · p3 · d3. After picking up p1, the car goes
back to pick up p2 as well, because it is convenient to not come back again
later.
For comparison, the same problem was solved with an initially low battery
level (22%,with Bmin = 20%).
In this case, the chosen mission is p2 · d2 · c1 · p3 · d3 · p1 · d1.
The car needs to charge as soon as possible, but battery is enough to
u-turn, pick up p2 and bring him to his destination, where the car will also
charge. While doing this, the car will pass by location p1, but passenger p1
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is not picked up because the battery level is not enough to bring him to d1
before charging. As expected, the car will travel a longer distance overall.
3.6 Local planner
3.6.1 Architecture
Given the pose of the car in the global map reference frame (i.e. pose),
a obstacle map built from the laser data (local map) and a PA mission
(next PA mission), the local planner has to find a control input in order to
drive the car along a trajectory that satisfies the given mission specification.
The content of next PA mission is a set of poses {x, y, θ} with a label
on each and a string that expresses a PA mission using the labels. The
given poses are converted into regions centered on them and the problem is
formulated as an optimal kinodynamic motion planning problem with mission
specifications given in Process Algebra.
From a conceptual point of view, this is the exact same problem presented
and solved in chapter 2, with the only difference being that here Dubins
dynamics is considered.
From an implementation point of view, instead, this planner should exten-
sively make use of the anytime nature of RRT* because of the continuously
changing environment, which is built from real sensor data and gradually
discovered as the car moves. Therefore RRT* algorithm should be wrapped
into some logics that controls its flow in order to build a unit that reacts
accordingly to the changes in the environment.
A quick overview of the implemented solution follows.
RRT* tree building In this phase the RRT* tree is grown from a root
pose Proot = {xroot, yroot, θroot}. Samples are taken alternatively from i)
the free space of local map and ii) the subgoals of the mission with a
given occurence rate, while the space outside local map is not observed
and thus considered free space for convenience.
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p1, d3
p2
d2, c1
p3
d1
(a) Pick up p1
p2
d2, c1
p3
d1
d3
(b) Pick up p2
d2, c1
p3
d1
d3
(c) Drop-off customer 2 at d2
p3
d1
d3
 c1
(d) Drop-off customer 1 at d1
 c1
p3
d3
(e) Pick up p3
d3
 c1
(f) Drop-off customer 3 at d3
Figure 3.9: Route planner with three requests and full battery.
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p2
d2, c1
p3
d1
p1, d3
(a) Pick up p2
d2, c1
p3
d1
p1, d3
(b) Drop off customer 2 and charge
p3
d1
p1, d3
(c) Pickup p3
d1
p1, d3
(d) Drop-off customer 3 and pickup p1
d1
(e) Drop off customer 1
Figure 3.10: Route planner with three requests and low battery.
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The sample-in-goal heuristic is used not only to accelerate the search
for a solution, but also to deal with subgoals outside local map, which
would not be reached by the tree otherwise. The bulding phase is
stopped as soon as the following conditions are satisfied: i) a solution
is found ii) the tree has at least a given number of vertices (to ensure
quality of solution) or a maximum amount of time has passed since
the start of the current building phase (to ensure responsiveness of the
system).
Lazy tree check In order to deal with a changing environment the validity
of connections in the tree should be continuosly verified. Checking the
whole tree is computationally intense as the number of nodes increases,
thus we implemented a lazy check, that is only the best trajectory is
continuously checked for collision. If this check reports obstruction,
then a complete traversal of the tree is made to prune out all the
unreachable branches.
Replan If the following conditions hold: i) no solution is found and ii) the
number of vertices in the tree ecceds a given threshold or the current
building phase has taken a longer time than the maximum allowed, the
whole tree is dumped and a new building phase starts with Proot on the
current pose of the car. If this keeps happening, the given mission is
reported infeasible through the RRT* status message.
Switch root Once a building phase terminates successfully, in the tree we
can find a trajectory complying with the input mission. This trajectory
is trimmed at a predefined distance lct from the current pose of the car,
and sent to the low level module as committed trajectory. A new
building phase is then initialized with Proot at the end of the committed
trajectory. Once Proot is set, the portion of the existing tree branching
out of it is kept, while the rest is deleted. This enables to partially
reuse the previously computed tree.
Emergency replan By construction, committed trajectory is not ob-
structed at the time it is computed, but moving obstacles may come
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along the way. When this happens, the car stops, the whole tree is
deleted and a new tree building phase is started, rooted on the current
pose of the car.
3.6.2 Mission formulation
We will now take care of translating Challenge 2 into a Process Algebra
mission. In figure 3.11(a) we display an ideal scenario for the charging station
handling problem, where the charging station is labelled C, and a certain
number of nearby parking lots are identified with labels w1, , w2, . . . wk.
The charging station C and the parking lots wi are regions of the state
space X, defined as {(x, y, θ) ∈ X : ||xc − x|| ≤ δx, ||yc − δy|| ≤ δx ,
||θc − θ|| ≤ δθ}, with δx, δy and δθ chosen accordingly to the wanted position-
ing precision of the car in the spots. In the sequel we will indifferently refer
to a region or to its center pose {xc, yx, θc}.
Accordingly to the constraint that no information is gathered from out-
side, we remind that the charging spot has to be always observable with
onboard sensors during the mission, in order to properly find a feasible plan.
This means that all the waiting locations w1, w2 . . . wk must be within sensor
range from the charging spot, as clarified in figure 3.11.
This limitation could be easily overcome with the use of infrastructure-
to-car communication, which would in fact also help on a higher level and
enable route planning that takes into account the availability of charging
stations.
The wanted behaviour of the car is then naturally translated in PA as:
Φ = C + (w1 +w2 + · · ·+wk) ·C. In words, this expresses “either charge, or
stop in one among the waiting locations and then charge”.
We hereby underline that, while from a Pocess Algebra point of view no
preference is expressed among the waiting locations, the optimality of RRT*
will implicitly choose the available waiting location that corresponds to the
minimum- cost feasible plan.
However, in order to achieve the wanted behaviour, a further step should
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Figure 3.11: Charging mission
be taken in the way the Process Algebra mission is interpreted on an au-
tomaton level. Specifically, if we generate the automaton in the usual way,
we will get the NFA displayed in figure 3.11(b), with state 1 being the only
accepting state of the automaton. This means that if the charging station
is taken, no feasible plans exist according to the automaton and the car will
not move at all from its initial position.
To solve the issue we can informally introduce the notion of “commit”
states in the automaton, i.e. states where mission is not complete, but that
can be considered “partial achievements” throughout a mission and where the
car can pause until a plan to go on is available. This leads to the automaton
displayed in figure 3.11(c), where such states (i.e. state 2) are depicted with a
second dashed border to differentiate them from the ordinary states in figure
3.11(b).
Such a distinction can be also pushed to a semantic level. For more com-
plex applications, the difference between ordinary and commit states might
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be needed to properly express the mission requirements and - for instance -
introduced into the language itself by means of a different ‘full stop’ operator
“.”, which behaves like the “·” but marks its landing state as a “commit”
state.
From this point of view, the mission Φ = A ·B would not execute A until
a plan to B is available, while A.B will make it possible to execute A even
when B is not reachable and then wait until B becomes available. Of course
all the compositions of the two operators would be available.
When the notion of “commit” states is introduced, then a slightly different
cost relation is needed to make the algorithm prefer plans that complete
the mission to plans leading to partial achievements. This is of course not
guaranteed if only the total variation of trajectories is considered.
Let us define:
Definition 23 (steps to completion). Given the state q ∈ Q of the non-
deterministic finite automatonM, , the steps to completion from q, STC(q) ∈
N is the minimum number of edges ofM that should be traversed to get from
q to an accept state qfin ∈ F . 
With reference to figure 3.11(a), STC(1) = 0,STC(2) = 1,STC(0) = 1.
Given a labelled trajectory x˜ = (x(t), q(t)), t ∈ [0, T ], we will also use the
notation STC(x˜), with x trajectory in X˜, to refer to the steps to completion
of its last label, i.e. STC(x˜) = STC(q(T )).
In the present work, the cost relation used is defined as the lexicographic
ordering of tuples (STC(x˜), TV (x)), whith STC(x˜) steps to completion of a
trajectory and TV (x) its total variation.
More explicitely, given two labelled trajectories x˜1 and x˜2, x˜1 ≤ x˜2 iff
STC(x˜1) ≤ STC(x˜2) ∨ STC(x˜1) = STC(x˜2) ∧ TV (x˜1) ≤ TV (x˜2).
3.7 Local planner examples
In our target challenges, the local planner is basically used to accomplish two
assignments: the first basic one is to materially drive the car when a route
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is planned, the second one is to execute non atomic tasks where obstacle
awareness is needed while planning the mission itself, like in the case of
challenge 2.
Planning along a route
As to the first case, the given mission reduces to reaching the next waypoint
along the planned route. In figures 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 we show screenshots
from ROS simulations while the car is driven along a route. The pose in
next PA mission is shown as a red arrow. The thick green line is the segment
of the computed route from car position up to the next waypoint, while the
thin green line is the committed trajectory, when present, and the tree -
some meters ahead of the car - is shown in white. A zoom in the tree shows
its vertices in blue, in figure 3.14. Here the car computes a sharp u-turn
and we can see how the samples are denser around the planned route. This
centerline sampling is a heuristic used to accelerate a solution and increase
accuracy of a trajectory with respect to the planned route.
Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show how the chosen architecture enables to follow a
route when an obstacle is on the way. In order to so do, we hereby underline
the importance to place samples far from the route as well. In case the
obstacle is directly obstructing the next waypoint, we remind that the local
planner reports infeasiblity and the route planner provides the next waypoint,
so that the route is still followed.
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Figure 3.12: Obstacle avoidance while following a route
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Figure 3.13: Another example of obstacle avoidance
Figure 3.14: A sharp u-turn being computed
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Planning nearby a charging station
As to the charging station handling, we show the experimental results on the
golfcar for a simple scenario with one parking spot w1 and charging station
C. An example experiment is displayed below step by step, refering to the
case when C is taken and the car stops in w1, while waiting for C to be free.
(a) Start planning, the charging station (yellow) is taken and there is one available
parking spot (red)
(b) A trajectory to the parking lot is committed, since the charging station is ob-
struced and no samples in it could be successfully connected to the tree.
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(c) While the car waits, it keeps looking for paths towards the charging station, by
building RRT* trees that fail until the charging station is being occupied
(d) When the parking lot becomes available (i.e. not obstructed), samples in the
charging station region are succesfully added to the tree (see the blue spot)
(e) A trajectory to the charging station is committed, and the mission is completed.
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Conclusion
This work investigates the use of Process Algebra as a formal language to
express mission specifications for motion planning purposes, discusses algo-
rithms to address the problem and finally proposes robotic applications of the
presented methodologies involving an autonomous vehicle in a future urban
mobility scenario.
An introductory overview of the essentials of motion planning is initially
given and the latest sampling based algorithms are introduced as a counter-
part to overcome the weaknesses of older approaches. After defining the
fundamental desirable properties of sampling based algorithms - namely,
probabilistic completeness and asymptotic optimality - RRT* is explained
and analysed in detail, for the path planning first, and then extended to the
more general case of a dynamical system with differential constraints.
Dubins dynamics is presented as an important tool for low-speed mobile
robotics. A well-known time optimal solution for Dubins dynamics is then
introduced and its strengths and weaknesses are discussed.
Stress is put on the fact that the optimal time plan is far from human
driving standards.
Successively, motivation of formal mehods and their oringin is briefly
described and focus is switched to Process Algebra as an intuitive language
to express a class of missions for motion planning. The Basic Process Algebra
grammar is introduced and an implemented parsing solution is detailed, that
builds an automaton bisimilar to the input formula by means of a recursive
descent technique.
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The motion planning problem with mission constraints expressed by a
non-deterministic finite automaton is then formalized. The chosen formu-
lation has the advantage of i) being general to any non-deterministic finite
automaton, thus enabling model checking for different and more expressive
languages, like LTL ii) it does not require modifications and hacking of the
vanilla RRT* and sampling based algorithms, which can therefore be seam-
lessy applied if the problem is correctly modeled in a wider state space.
Finally, inspired by the rarity of real non trivial applications of formal
methods in the motion planning literature, two real-life robotic challenges in
the context of future urban mobility were presented and addressed with the
techniques presented above. Namely, these challenges relate to i) a high-level
vehicle routing problem handling multiple requests and battery constraints
on a global scale ii) local motion planning with mission constraints, used to
deal with small proximity tasks where the planning iself requires obstacle
information, such as dealing with an occupied charging station.
Solution of these two problems are discussed and their implementation
on a real platform is showed, with simulation / experimental results.
Hints for future work are found throughout the text in different areas.
As to the dynamical systems, a major challenge in vehicle autonomy is
to find local steering primitives that are both efficient and provide a human-
friendly driving style. Since sampling-based algorithms heavily rely on a local
steering procedure, practically useful methods to optimize a cost function of
a very general form are not trivial, as well as the expression of a specific
cost function that properly reflects the safety and comfort needs of a human
passenger.
As to formal methods, significant limitations of Process Algebra are met
and outlined while dealing with the vehicle routing problem. A major weak-
ness of PA is identified in the fact that translating missions with logical
and temporal rules is equivalent to listing all their possible traces. This is
not only error prone, but also computationally infeasible in some cases. We
observe that a few set of rules expressed in a natural language can in fact
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generate a number of traces which is non polynomial in the dimension of the
problem.
Linear temporal Logic (LTL) is therefore identified as a more appropriate
language to encode the mission rules in a formal fashion rather than building
a list of traces. This idea would lead to a formulation of the routing prob-
lem in a LTL framework that could be addressed with the same checking
algorithm used for Process Algebra and discussed in this work.
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Code snippets
A.1 Process Algebra interprter
The implemented PA Specs class is a reusable utility to interpret Process
Algebra specifications. It features the possibility to adapt the propositions
to a specific problem by inheriting the PA predicate abstract class. This
enabled us to reuse this same code in both the route planner and the local
planner, where predicates have different definitions.
Once an implementation of PA predicate is specified, PA Specs class
provides the parser and methods to manipulate the underlying automaton,
which is innerly implemented with the help of boost graph library.
1 #inc lude <iostream>
2 #inc lude <sstream>
3 #inc lude <vector>
4 #inc lude <s t r i ng>
5 #inc lude <algor ithm>
6 #inc lude <fstream>
7 #inc lude <map>
8
9 #inc lude <boost / c o n f i g . hpp>
10 #inc lude <boost /graph/ a d j a c e n c y l i s t . hpp>
11 #inc lude <boost / property map / property map . hpp>
12 #inc lude <boost /graph/ graphviz . hpp>
13 #inc lude ”pstream . h”
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14
15 us ing namespace boost ;
16 us ing namespace std ;
17
18 template <c l a s s PA_state> // This PA state i s meant to be the minimum ←↩
amount o f in fo rmat ion that enab l e s to d e f i n e subgoa l s
19 c l a s s PA_predicate{
20 pub l i c :
21 v i r t u a l ˜PA_predicate ( ) {
22 } ;
23 string ID ;
24 v i r t u a l bool evaluate_in ( const PA_state&) const =0;
25 v i r t u a l string to_XML_string ( ) const {
26 string rsp = ”<!−− XML t r a n s c r i p t i o n not implemented −−>” ;
27 re turn rsp ;
28 }
29 } ;
30
31 template <c l a s s PA_state>
32 c l a s s PA_Specs{
33 // ”PA Graph” a l i a s , s tanding f o r ” Process Algebra Graph”
34 typede f adjacency_list < vecS , vecS , bidirectionalS , property<←↩
vertex_index_t , int >, property<edge_name_t , string> > PA_Graph ;
35
36 typede f graph_traits<PA_Graph > : : vertex_descriptor Vertex ;
37 typede f graph_traits<PA_Graph > : : edge_descriptor Edge ;
38
39 graph_traits <PA_Graph > : : edge_iterator ei , ee ;
40 graph_traits <PA_Graph > : : out_edge_iterator oei , oee ;
41 graph_traits <PA_Graph > : : in_edge_iterator iei , iee ;
42 typede f graph_traits<PA_Graph > : : vertex_iterator vertex_iterator ;
43
44 // I n s t a n t i a t e a PA Graph
45 PA_Graph G ;
46
47 property_map<PA_Graph , vertex_index_t > : : type VID ;
48 property_map<PA_Graph , edge_name_t > : : type EN ;
49
50 map <string , PA_predicate<PA_state>∗> goals ; // maps s t r i n g s in to ←↩
p o i n t e r s to PA predicates ;
51
52 // The f o l l o w i n g are two u t i l i t i e s f o r s t r i n g p r o c e s s i n g
53 string reduce_to_min_level ( const string PA ) {
54 // Removes i n c a p s u l a t i n g bracket s
55 string rsp ( PA ) ;
56 list<unsigned int> levels ;
57 unsigned i n t level=0;
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58 unsigned i n t i=0;
59 whi l e (i<PA . size ( ) ) {
60 level+=(PA [ i]== ( ) ? 1 : ( ( PA [ i]== ) ) ?−1:0) ;
61 levels . push_back ( level ) ;
62 i++;
63 }
64 whi l e ( levels . back ( )==levels . front ( )−1 && ∗min_element(++levels . begin←↩
( ) , −−levels . end ( ) ) > levels . front ( )−1){
65 levels . pop_back ( ) ;
66 levels . pop_front ( ) ;
67 rsp = rsp . substr (1 , rsp . size ( )−2) ;
68 }
69 re turn rsp ;
70 }
71
72 vector<string> split_main ( const string PAE , const char oper , bool& ←↩
success ) {
73 // S p l i t s the expes s i on PAE in d i f f e r e n t subexpre s s i on s being
74 // the operands o f the operator oper in the main l e v e l o f PAE.
75 string PA = reduce_to_min_level ( PAE ) ;
76 // e r a s e a l l (PA, ” ”) ; // Removes a l l spaces ( comes with boost /←↩
a lgor i thm / s t r i n g . hpp )
77 vector<string> rsp ;
78 unsigned i n t level=0;
79 unsigned i n t i=0;
80 whi l e (i<PA . size ( ) ) {
81 level+=(PA [ i]== ( ) ? 1 : ( ( PA [ i]== ) ) ?−1:0) ;
82 i f ( level==0 && PA [ i]==oper ) {
83 rsp . push_back ( PA . substr (0 , i ) ) ;
84 PA = PA . substr ( i+1) ;
85 i=0;
86 } e l s e {
87 i++;
88 }
89 }
90 i f ( level !=0){
91 cout << ”The expr e s s i on seems to be unbalanced , check i t ! ” << ←↩
endl ;
92 success = f a l s e ;
93 }
94 rsp . push_back ( PA ) ;
95 success = true ;
96 re turn rsp ;
97 }
98
99 bool PAE_parse ( const string PA , Vertex I , Vertex F , PA_Graph& G ) {
100 // Process Algebra Express ion Parser
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101 // Trans la t e s s t r i n g PA in to a Graph . I and F are the IDs o f the two
102 // nodes which are supposed to be l i nked by the content o f s t r i n g PA←↩
.
103 bool split_ok_add = f a l s e ;
104 bool split_ok_fac = f a l s e ;
105 vector<string> addends = split_main ( PA , + , split_ok_add ) ;
106 vector<string> factors = split_main ( PA , . , split_ok_fac ) ;
107 i f ( ! ( split_ok_fac && split_ok_add ) ) r e turn f a l s e ;
108
109 unsigned i n t i ;
110 Edge newEdge ;
111 Vertex newVert ;
112 i f ( addends . size ( ) !=1){
113 f o r ( i=0; i<addends . size ( ) ; i++){
114 i f ( ! PAE_parse ( addends [ i ] , I , F , G ) ) r e turn f a l s e ;
115 }
116 } e l s e i f ( factors . size ( ) !=1){
117 Vertex prevVert = I ;
118 f o r ( i=0; i !=factors . size ( ) −1; i++){
119 newVert = add_vertex ( G ) ;
120 i f ( ! PAE_parse ( factors [ i ] , prevVert , newVert , G ) ) r e turn f a l s e ;
121 prevVert = newVert ;
122 }
123 re turn PAE_parse ( factors [ i ] , newVert , F , G ) ;
124 } e l s e {
125 // PA i s an atomic exp r e s s i on here !
126 i f ( goals . find ( PA ) == goals . end ( ) ) {
127 cout << ”Atomic exp r e s s i on \”” << PA << ”\” i s unknown . Check ←↩
your proce s s a lgebra exp r e s s i on . ” << endl ;
128 re turn f a l s e ;
129 }
130 newEdge = add_edge (I , F , G ) . first ;
131 put ( EN , newEdge , PA ) ; // Give PA as the name o f the new edge
132 re turn true ;
133 }
134 re turn true ;
135 }
136
137 pub l i c :
138 string rawSpecs ;
139 PA_Specs ( ) {
140 VID = get ( vertex_index_t ( ) , G ) ;
141 EN = get ( edge_name_t ( ) , G ) ;
142 }
143
144 ˜PA_Specs ( ) {
145 // Delete a l l p r e d i c a t e p o i n t e r s in map
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146 f o r ( auto li=goals . begin ( ) ; li !=goals . end ( ) ; ++li ) {
147 d e l e t e li−>second ;
148 }
149 }
150
151 bool add_proposition ( string str , PA_predicate<PA_state>∗ goal ) {
152 i f ( goals . find ( str ) !=goals . end ( ) ) {
153 cout << ” Propos i t i on ”<< str << ” i s a l r eady known , choose a ←↩
d i f f e r e n t name . No new p r o p o s i t i o n s were added . ” << endl ;
154 re turn f a l s e ;
155 }
156 goal−>ID = str ;
157 goals [ str ] = goal ;
158 re turn true ;
159 }
160
161 bool make_automaton ( string PAE ) {
162 G . clear ( ) ;
163 // Adds i n i t i a l and f i n a l v e r t i c e s
164 add_vertex ( G ) ;
165 add_vertex ( G ) ;
166 rawSpecs = PAE ;
167 re turn PAE_parse ( PAE , 0 , 1 , G ) ;
168 }
169
170 bool edge_from ( long unsigned i n t source_ID , long unsigned i n t ←↩
target_ID , string& label_out ) {
171 i f ( target_ID == source_ID ) {
172 i f ( target_ID == 1) return f a l s e ;
173 re turn t rue ;
174 }
175
176 // Get to the ver tex with id=source ID
177 vertex_iterator vi ;
178 get_vertex ( source_ID , G , vi ) ;
179
180 f o r ( boost : : tie ( oei , oee ) = out_edges (∗ vi , G ) ; oei != oee ; ++oei ) {
181 i f ( boost : : get ( VID , target (∗ oei , G ) )==target_ID ) {
182 label_out = boost : : get ( EN , ∗oei ) ;
183 re turn t rue ;
184 }
185 }
186 re turn f a l s e ;
187 }
188
189 list<pair<int , string> > list_goals_from_layer ( long unsigned i n t layer )←↩
{
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190 list<pair<int , string> > rsp ;
191 vertex_iterator vi ;
192 get_vertex ( layer , G , vi ) ;
193 f o r ( boost : : tie ( oei , oee ) = out_edges (∗ vi , G ) ; oei != oee ; ++oei ) {
194 rsp . push_back ( make_pair ( boost : : get ( VID , target (∗ oei , G ) ) , boost : :←↩
get ( EN , ∗oei ) ) ) ;
195 }
196 re turn rsp ;
197 }
198
199 list<pair<int , string> > list_goals_to_layer ( long unsigned i n t layer ) {←↩
/∗ . . . ∗/}
200
201 list<long unsigned int> list_next_states ( long unsigned i n t layer ) {/∗ . . .←↩
∗/}
202
203 bool is_transition_state_from ( const PA_state& s , long unsigned i n t ←↩
layer ) {
204 list<pair<int , string> > transitions = list_goals_from_layer (←↩
layer ) ;
205 f o r ( auto& p : transitions )
206 i f ( evaluate_proposition_in ( p . second , s ) ) r e turn t rue ;
207 re turn f a l s e ;
208 }
209
210 bool is_transition_state_to ( const PA_state& s , long unsigned i n t ←↩
layer ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
211
212 bool evaluate_proposition_in ( string subg , const PA_state& s ) {
213 re turn goals [ subg]−>evaluate_in ( s ) ;
214 }
215
216 PA_predicate<PA_state>∗ get_proposition ( string subg ) {
217 i f ( subg==”” ) re turn NULL ;
218 re turn goals [ subg ] ;
219 }
220
221 // UTILS
222 void save_dot_file ( string fname ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
223 string to_XML_string ( string mainTag , string rawSpecsTag , string ←↩
subgoalsTag ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
224 long unsigned i n t get_num_states ( ) r e turn num_vertices ( G ) ;
225 vector<PA_predicate<PA_state>∗> get_subgoals ( ) {/∗ . . . ∗/ } ;
226 void clear ( ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
227 void edge_iterate_reset ( ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
228 i n t edge_iterate ( i n t& source_ID , i n t& target_ID , PA_predicate<PA_state←↩
>∗& predicate ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
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229 void final_goals_iterate_reset ( ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
230 i n t final_goals_iterate ( PA_predicate<PA_state>∗& predicate ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
231
232 bool get_vertex ( const unsigned i n t& vid , const PA_Graph& G , ←↩
vertex_iterator& vi ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
233 i n t min_steps_from_to ( long unsigned i n t source , long unsigned i n t dest )←↩
{
234 long unsigned i n t rsp = 0 ;
235 list<long unsigned int> horizon ;
236 list<long unsigned int> next_horizon ;
237 list<long unsigned int> tmp ;
238 next_horizon . push_back ( source ) ;
239 whi l e ( find ( next_horizon . begin ( ) , next_horizon . end ( ) , dest )==←↩
next_horizon . end ( ) ) {
240 rsp++;
241 horizon = next_horizon ;
242 next_horizon . clear ( ) ;
243 whi l e ( ! horizon . empty ( ) ) {
244 i n t elem = horizon . front ( ) ;
245 horizon . pop_front ( ) ;
246 tmp = list_next_states ( elem ) ;
247 next_horizon . splice ( next_horizon . end ( ) , tmp ) ; // t h i s a l s o ←↩
c l e a r s tmp
248 }
249 }
250 re turn rsp ;
251 }
252 } ;
A.2 Route graph
Here we show the implementation of solution to problem in Challenge 1.
In this snippet, the Labelled Route Graph is built from the Proces Algebra
Automaton and the Route Graph itself and the search for a solution is per-
formed on the big Labelled Route Graph by means of the Dijkstra algorithm
and the custom cost order relation.
In the last part of this code we also show how the mapping from poses to
nodes of the route graph is implemented. This solution is the result of trial
and error of other solutions considered.
External components are a kd-tree implementation to optimize nearest
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neighbour search and the class in the previous code snippet, used to describe
and manipulate the Process Algebra automaton.
1
2 #inc lude <s t r i ng>
3 #inc lude <c f l o a t>
4 #inc lude <fstream>
5 #inc lude <sstream>
6 #inc lude <vector>
7 #inc lude <queue>
8 #inc lude <algor ithm>
9 #inc lude <boost /graph/ a d j a c e n c y l i s t . hpp>
10 #inc lude <boost / property map / property map . hpp>
11 #inc lude <boost /graph/ graphviz . hpp>
12 #inc lude <PA Specs . hpp>
13 #inc lude <kdtree . h>
14
15 #d e f i n e AUTONOMY 70000 // Meters that can be t r a v e l l e d with one bat te ry ←↩
f u l l y charged
16 #d e f i n e SPECIFIC BATTERY CONSUMPTION 0.003 // per meter percentage bat te ry←↩
consumption
17 #d e f i n e BATTERY MIN 20 // minimum batte ry l e v e l wanted
18
19 us ing namespace boost ;
20 us ing namespace std ;
21
22 c l a s s route_subgoal : pub l i c PA_predicate<int>{
23 pub l i c :
24 i n t subgoal_index ;
25 bool passenger_destination ;
26 bool charging_station ;
27 route_subgoal ( i n t _index , bool _passenger_destination=f a l s e , bool ←↩
_charging_station=f a l s e ) : subgoal_index ( _index ) {
28 passenger_destination = _passenger_destination ;
29 charging_station = _charging_station ;
30 }
31
32 bool evaluate_in ( const i n t& index ) const {
33 re turn index == subgoal_index ;
34 } ;
35 } ;
36
37 // Custom cos t datatype with the wanted order r e l a t i o n
38 c l a s s route_cost_t{
39 pub l i c :
40 i n t passengers_satisfied ;
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41 f l o a t distance ;
42 f l o a t batterylevel ;
43 i n t vertID ;
44 string subgoal ;
45 string flag ;
46
47 route_cost_t ( ) : passengers_satisfied (0 ) , distance ( FLT_MAX ) , batterylevel←↩
(0 ) {}
48
49 bool operator <( const route_cost_t& r ) const {
50 // Always p r e f e r a plan that has bat te ry l e v e l above th r e sho ld to ←↩
one that has below .
51 i f ( batterylevel<20){
52 i f ( r . batterylevel>20) re turn f a l s e ;
53 re turn batterylevel>r . batterylevel ; // i f both below p r e f e r the ←↩
one with h igher bat te ry l e v e l
54 } e l s e {
55 i f ( r . batterylevel<20) re turn true ;
56 }
57
58 // I f both above bat te ry l e v e l thresho ld , p r e f e r the plan that ←↩
s a t i s f i e s more pas senger s
59 i f ( passengers_satisfied>r . passengers_satisfied ) {
60 re turn true ;
61 } e l s e i f ( passengers_satisfied==r . passengers_satisfied ) {
62 re turn distance<r . distance ; // i f same number o f pas s enge r s ←↩
p r e f e r the s h o r t e s t one
63 }
64 re turn f a l s e ; // here : l e f t operand s a t i s f i e s l e s s pas s enge r s than ←↩
r i g h t
65 }
66 s t a t i c route_cost_t cost_propagate ( const route_cost_t& c0 , f l o a t dist , ←↩
route_subgoal∗ subg=NULL ) {
67 route_cost_t rsp ( c0 ) ;
68 rsp . distance+=dist ;
69 rsp . batterylevel−=dist∗SPECIFIC_BATTERY_CONSUMPTION ;
70 stringstream fl ;
71 i f ( subg ) {
72 rsp . subgoal= subg−>ID ;
73 i f ( subg−>passenger_destination ) {
74 fl << ” . I t i s a d e s t i n a t i o n . ” ;
75 rsp . passengers_satisfied++;
76 }
77 i f ( subg−>charging_station ) {
78 fl << ” . I t i s a charg ing s t a t i o n . ” ;
79 rsp . batterylevel = 100 ; // Does i t make sense to plan a f t e r ←↩
charg ing s t a t i o n ? ( customers wait ? ! ? ! )
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80 }
81 fl << endl ;
82 } e l s e {
83 rsp . subgoal = ”” ;
84 }
85 rsp . flag = fl . str ( ) ;
86 re turn rsp ;
87 }
88
89 void print ( ) const {
90 cout << ” pas senge r s s a t i s f i e d : ” << passengers_satisfied << ” , ←↩
d i s t ance t r a v e l e d : ” << distance << ” , bat te ry l e v e l ” << ←↩
batterylevel <<” . i n f o : ” << flag << endl ;
91 }
92 } ;
93
94 c l a s s compare_cost_t{
95 pub l i c :
96 bool operator ( ) ( route_cost_t a , route_cost_t b ) {
97 re turn ! ( a<b ) ;
98 }
99 } ;
100
101 c l a s s route_graph_t{
102
103 s t r u c t vertex_extras {
104 string label ;
105 string position ;
106 } ;
107
108 // . . . boost setup o f r g r a p h t a d j a c e n c y l i s t and other a l i a s e s omitted←↩
. . .
109
110 r_graph_t PAG ; // Big graph f o r D i j k s t r a s search
111 r_graph_t G ; // Route Graph
112
113 size_t dim ;
114 kdtree ∗KDT ;
115
116 PA_Specs<int> specs ;
117 map<int , route_cost_t> cost_map ; // a s s o c i a t e s a r o u t e c o s t t to each ←↩
ver tex
118 map<int , int> previous_map ; // a s s o c i a t e s a ver tex to each ←↩
ver tex
119
120
121 string float2str ( f l o a t ∗ ar ) {
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122 // [ . . . ] Converts a f l o a t array in to a s t r i n g with comma separated ←↩
va lue s
123 }
124
125 void str2float ( string str , f l o a t ∗ res ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
126
127 pub l i c :
128 string rawSpecs ;
129
130 route_graph_t ( ) {} ;
131
132 route_graph_t ( size_t N ) : dim ( N ) {
133 KDT = kd_create ( dim ) ; // I n i t i a l i z e s the kd−t r e e
134 }
135
136 route_graph_t ( const string& filename ) {
137
138 VID = boost : : get ( vertex_index , G ) ;
139 EN = boost : : get ( edge_name , PAG ) ;
140 boost : : dynamic_properties dp ;
141 dp . property ( ” l a b e l ” , boost : : get(&vertex_extras : : label , G ) ) ;
142 dp . property ( ” p o s i t i o n ” , boost : : get(&vertex_extras : : position , G ) ) ;
143 std : : ifstream fin ( filename . c_str ( ) ) ;
144 bool status = boost : : read_graphviz ( fin , G , dp , ” p o s i t i o n ” ) ;
145
146 vertex_iterator vi ;
147 vi = vertices ( G ) . first ;
148 dim = size_t ( num_el ( G [∗ vi ] . position ) ) ;
149 KDT = kd_create ( dim ) ;
150 build_kd_tree ( ) ;
151 }
152
153 ˜route_graph_t ( ) {
154 kd_free ( KDT ) ;
155 }
156
157 void build_kd_tree ( ) {
158 i f ( KDT ) kd_clear ( KDT ) ; // dumps former kdtree i f e x i s t i n g
159 // Add a l l the v e r t i c e s in G to the kd−t r e e
160 vertex_iterator vi , ve ;
161 boost : : tie ( vi , ve ) = vertices ( G ) ;
162 f l o a t key [ dim ] ;
163 whi l e ( vi !=ve ) {
164 str2float ( G [∗ vi ] . position , key ) ;
165 i n t id = boost : : get ( VID , ∗vi ) ;
166 kd_insertf ( KDT , key , new i n t ( id ) ) ;
167 vi++;
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168 } ;
169 }
170
171 i n t add_vertex ( f l o a t ∗ pos ) {
172 // Adds a ver tex ando s t o r e i t s po s i t i on , r e tu rn s the new vertex ID
173 // [ . . . ]
174 }
175
176 void remove_vertex ( i n t vtr ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
177
178 void add_edge ( i n t source , i n t destin ) { /∗ . . . ∗/}
179
180 bool add_subgoal ( string str , i n t index ) {
181 re turn specs . add_proposition ( str , new route_subgoal ( index , f a l s e , ←↩
f a l s e ) ) ;
182 }
183
184 bool add_destination ( string str , i n t index ) {
185 re turn specs . add_proposition ( str , new route_subgoal ( index , true , ←↩
f a l s e ) ) ;
186 }
187
188 bool add_charging_station ( string str , i n t index ) {
189 re turn specs . add_proposition ( str , new route_subgoal ( index , f a l s e , ←↩
t rue ) ) ;
190 }
191
192 bool build_mission ( string PAE ) {
193 // This func t i on b u i l d s the Labe l l ed Route Graph (PAG)
194 PAG . clear ( ) ;
195 rawSpecs = PAE ;
196 i f ( ! specs . make_automaton ( PAE ) ) r e turn f a l s e ;
197
198 // Make big graph PAG by d u p l i c a t i n g nodes o f G and
199 // connect ing acco rd ing ly to proce s s a lgebra spec s .
200 // Coordinates won t be s to r ed in t h i s graph .
201 vertex_iterator vi , ve ;
202 edge_iterator ei , ee ;
203 i n t source_layer , target_layer ;
204 PA_predicate<int>∗ predicate ;
205 // Copy l a y e r s
206 f o r ( size_t l=0; l<specs . get_num_states ( ) ; l++){
207 boost : : tie ( vi , ve ) = vertices ( G ) ;
208 boost : : tie ( ei , ee ) = edges ( G ) ;
209 whi l e ( vi !=ve ) {
210 Vertex newVert = boost : : add_vertex ( PAG ) ;
211 vi++;
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212 }
213 whi l e ( ei !=ee ) {
214 boost : : add_edge ( big_graph_vid ( source (∗ ei , G ) , l ) , ←↩
big_graph_vid ( target (∗ ei , G ) , l ) , PAG ) . first ;
215 ei++;
216 }
217 }
218 // Connect l a y e r s
219 specs . edge_iterate_reset ( ) ;
220 whi l e ( specs . edge_iterate ( source_layer , target_layer , predicate ) ) {
221 i n t route_vid = s t a t i c c a s t <route_subgoal∗>(predicate )−>←↩
subgoal_index ;
222 vertex_iterator sv , tv ;
223 size_t sid = big_graph_vid ( route_vid , source_layer ) ;
224 size_t tid = big_graph_vid ( route_vid , target_layer ) ;
225 get_vertex ( sid , PAG , sv ) ;
226 get_vertex ( tid , PAG , tv ) ;
227 Edge new_edge = boost : : add_edge (∗ sv , ∗tv , PAG ) . first ;
228 boost : : put ( EN , new_edge , predicate−>ID ) ;
229 }
230 re turn true ;
231 }
232
233 void rebuild_mission ( ) {
234 PAG . clear ( ) ;
235 build_mission ( rawSpecs ) ;
236 }
237
238 i n t get_nearest ( f l o a t ∗ pos ) {
239 kdres ∗KDRESULT = kd_nearestf ( KDT , pos ) ;
240 i n t rsp = ∗ ( ( i n t ∗) kd_res_item_data ( KDRESULT ) ) ;
241 kd_res_free ( KDRESULT ) ;
242 re turn rsp ;
243 }
244
245 i n t get_nearest ( f l o a t ∗ pos , f l o a t yaw , i n t ∗ nxt=NULL , f l o a t ∗ foot=NULL )←↩
{
246 kdres ∗KDRESULT = kd_nearest_rangef ( KDT , pos , 50) ; // with in 50 ←↩
meters
247 i n t best_vertex = −1;
248 f l o a t cos_min_ang = 0 . 7 0 7 ; // a pose i s mapped on a edge i f t h e i r ←↩
headings are with in +− acos ( cos min ang ) to each other
249 f l o a t min_edge_dist = 10 ; // a pose i s mapped on a edge i f i t s ←↩
p o s i t i o n i s not more than 10 meters away from i t
250 f l o a t direction [ dim ] ;
251 direction [ 0 ] = cos ( yaw ) ; direction [ 1 ] = sin ( yaw ) ;
252 f l o a t init [ dim ] ; f l o a t next [ dim ] ; f l o a t vers [ dim ] ;
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253 i n t cur ;
254 f l o a t tmp ;
255
256 vertex_iterator vi ; graph_traits <r_graph_t > : : out_edge_iterator ei , ←↩
ee ;
257
258 whi l e ( kd_res_next ( KDRESULT ) ) {
259 cur = ∗ ( ( i n t ∗) kd_res_item_data ( KDRESULT ) ) ;
260 get_position ( cur , init ) ;
261 get_vertex ( cur , G , vi ) ;
262 f o r ( boost : : tie ( ei , ee ) = out_edges (∗ vi , G ) ; ei != ee ; ++ei ) {
263 get_position ( target (∗ ei , G ) , next ) ;
264 normalized_diff ( next , init , vers ) ;
265 i f ( dot_prod ( direction , vers )>cos_min_ang ) {
266 tmp = minimum_distance_to_segment ( init , next , pos ) ;
267 i f ( tmp<min_edge_dist ) {
268 i f ( nxt ) ∗nxt = target (∗ ei , G ) ;
269 min_edge_dist = tmp ;
270 best_vertex = cur ;
271 }
272 }
273 }
274 }
275 kd_res_free ( KDRESULT ) ;
276
277 re turn best_vertex ;
278 }
279
280 void get_position ( const i n t& ID , f l o a t ∗ rsp ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
281
282 void get_position_big_graph ( const i n t& big_graph_vid , f l o a t ∗ rsp ) {/∗ . . .←↩
∗/}
283
284 list<pair<int , route_cost_t> > find_best_path ( i n t origin , f l o a t ←↩
_batterylevel=100){
285 // D i j k s t r a s a lgor i thm with custom cos t
286 priority_queue<route_cost_t , vector<route_cost_t>, compare_cost_t> ←↩
pq ;
287
288 f l o a t dist ;
289 f l o a t posA [ dim ] ;
290 f l o a t posB [ dim ] ;
291 i n t cur_vert ;
292
293 cost_map [ origin ] . vertID = origin ;
294 cost_map [ origin ] . distance = 0 ;
295 cost_map [ origin ] . passengers_satisfied = 0 ;
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296 cost_map [ origin ] . batterylevel = _batterylevel ;
297
298 pq . push ( cost_map [ origin ] ) ;
299 vertex_iterator vi ; graph_traits <r_graph_t > : : out_edge_iterator ei , ←↩
ee ;
300 route_cost_t from_current ;
301 whi l e ( ! pq . empty ( ) ) {
302 cur_vert = pq . top ( ) . vertID ;
303 pq . pop ( ) ;
304 // Neighbourhood o f c u r v e r t
305 get_vertex ( cur_vert , PAG , vi ) ;
306 get_position_big_graph ( cur_vert , posA ) ;
307 f o r ( boost : : tie ( ei , ee ) = out_edges (∗ vi , PAG ) ; ei != ee ; ++ei ) {
308 i n t next = boost : : get ( VID , target (∗ ei , PAG ) ) ;
309 // update co s t
310 get_position_big_graph ( next , posB ) ;
311 dist = euclid_dist ( posA , posB ) ;
312 route_subgoal∗ subgptr = s t a t i c c a s t <route_subgoal∗>(specs .←↩
get_proposition ( boost : : get ( EN , ∗ei ) ) ) ;
313 from_current = route_cost_t : : cost_propagate ( cost_map [ cur_vert←↩
] , dist , subgptr ) ;
314 i f ( from_current<cost_map [ next ] ) {
315 from_current . vertID = next ;
316 cost_map [ next ] = from_current ;
317 previous_map [ next ] = boost : : get ( VID , ∗vi ) ;
318 pq . push ( from_current ) ;
319 }
320 }
321 }
322
323 // output best path
324 PA_predicate<int>∗ fgp ;
325 route_subgoal∗ fgptr ;
326 route_cost_t best_cost ;
327 i n t best_dest = origin ;
328 i n t current ;
329
330 // Choose best f i n a l d e s t i n a t i o n
331 specs . final_goals_iterate_reset ( ) ;
332 whi l e ( specs . final_goals_iterate ( fgp ) ) {
333 fgptr = s t a t i c c a s t <route_subgoal∗>(fgp ) ;
334 current = big_graph_vid ( fgptr−>subgoal_index , 1) ;
335 i f ( compare_cost ( current , best_dest ) | | best_dest==origin ) {
336 best_dest = current ;
337 best_cost = cost_map [ current ] ;
338 }
339 }
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340
341 // Output path
342 current = best_dest ;
343 list<pair<int , route_cost_t> > rsp ;
344 i n t cur_rvid ;
345 route_cost_t cur_cost ;
346 do{
347 i f ( current==previous_map [ current ] ) { // This should never happen !
348 exit (1 ) ;
349 } e l s e {
350 string s ;
351 cur_rvid = route_vid ( current ) ;
352 cur_cost = cost_map [ current ] ;
353 s += cost_map [ current ] . subgoal ;
354 do{ // This avo ids d u p l i c a t e s
355 current = previous_map [ current ] ;
356 i f ( route_vid ( current )==cur_rvid ) {
357 i f ( cost_map [ current ] . subgoal !=”” )
358 s = cost_map [ current ] . subgoal+” − ”+s ;
359 } e l s e
360 break ;
361 i f ( current==origin ) break ;
362 }whi le ( t rue ) ;
363 cur_cost . subgoal = s ;
364 rsp . push_front ( pair<int , route_cost_t>(cur_rvid , cur_cost ) ) ;
365 }
366 }whi le ( current !=origin ) ;
367
368 re turn rsp ;
369 }
370
371 list<pair<int , route_cost_t> > find_best_path ( f l o a t ∗ origin , f l o a t ←↩
_batterylevel=100){
372 /∗ This over laded ve r s i o n adds a ” s t a r t i n g ” ver tex in the best ←↩
mapping o f the g iven
373 pose (” o r i g i n ”) and l i n k s i t to the p r e v i o u s l y guessed ” next ” .
374 Cons ider ing always the source o f the c l o s e s t edge as a ←↩
s t a r t i n g po int can cause
375 t r o u b l e s when the re are mu l t ip l e route s from i t and one o f ←↩
them i s not reachab l e
376 from the ac tua l pose .
377 ∗/
378 f l o a t foot [ dim ] ;
379 i n t next = −1;
380 list<pair<int , route_cost_t> > rsp ;
381 get_nearest ( origin , origin [ 2 ] , &next , foot ) ;
382 i f ( next !=−1){
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383 i n t new_one = add_vertex ( foot ) ;
384 add_edge ( new_one , next ) ;
385 build_kd_tree ( ) ;
386 rebuild_mission ( ) ;
387 rsp = find_best_path ( new_one , _batterylevel ) ;
388 remove_vertex ( new_one ) ;
389 build_kd_tree ( ) ;
390 rebuild_mission ( ) ;
391 }
392 re turn rsp ;
393 }
394
395 bool compare_cost ( i n t i , i n t j ) r e turn cost_map [ i ]<cost_map [ j ] ;
396
397 vector<pair<int , string> > get_subgoals ( ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
398
399 size_t get_num_vertices ( ) r e turn num_vertices ( G ) ;
400
401 p r i v a t e :
402 // UTILS
403 bool get_vertex ( const unsigned i n t& vid , const r_graph_t& G , ←↩
vertex_iterator& vi ) {/∗ [ . . . ] ∗/}
404 void save_dot_file ( string fname ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
405 void save_mission_dot_file ( string fname ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
406
407 i n t big_graph_vid ( const i n t& route_vid , const i n t& layer ) {
408 re turn route_vid+layer∗num_vertices ( G ) ;
409 }
410
411 i n t route_vid ( const i n t& big_graph_vid ) {
412 re turn big_graph_vid%num_vertices ( G ) ;
413 }
414
415 i n t get_layer ( const i n t& big_graph_vid ) {
416 re turn big_graph_vid/num_vertices ( G ) ;
417 }
418
419 // Light Geometry s t u f f on f l o a t ∗
420 f l o a t euclid_dist_squared ( f l o a t ∗ pos1 , f l o a t ∗ pos2 ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
421 f l o a t euclid_dist ( f l o a t ∗ pos1 , f l o a t ∗ pos2 ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
422 void diff ( f l o a t ∗ pos1 , f l o a t ∗ pos2 , f l o a t ∗ diff ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
423 f l o a t cross_prod_2D_z ( f l o a t ∗ pos1 , f l o a t ∗ pos2 ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
424 f l o a t dot_prod ( f l o a t ∗ pos1 , f l o a t ∗ pos2 ) {/∗ . . . ∗/}
425
426 pub l i c :
427 f l o a t minimum_distance_to_segment ( f l o a t ∗ v , f l o a t ∗ w , f l o a t ∗ p , f l o a t ∗ ←↩
foot=NULL , f l o a t ∗ t_out=NULL ) {
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428 /∗ This outputs the d i s t ance from p to the l i n e pas s ing through v − ←↩
w i f i t s
429 ∗ ” f o o t ” l i e s in the segment , o therw i se i t w i l l r e turn the d i s t ance
430 ∗ to the c l o s e s t between v and w
431 ∗/
432 const f l o a t l2 = euclid_dist_squared (v , w ) ;
433 i f ( l2 == 0 . 0 ) re turn euclid_dist (p , v ) ;
434 f l o a t diffpv [ 2 ] ;
435 f l o a t diffwv [ 2 ] ;
436 diff (p , v , diffpv ) ;
437 diff (w , v , diffwv ) ;
438 const f l o a t t = dot_prod ( diffpv , diffwv ) / l2 ;
439 i f ( t < 0 . 0 ) re turn euclid_dist (p , v ) ; // Beyond the v end ←↩
o f the segment
440 e l s e i f ( t > 1 . 0 ) re turn euclid_dist (p , w ) ; // Beyond the w end ←↩
o f the segment
441 i f ( foot ) {
442 f o r ( size_t i=0; i<dim ; i++)
443 foot [ i ] = v [ i ]+(w [ i ]−v [ i ] ) ∗t ;
444 }
445 i f ( t_out )
446 ∗t_out = t ;
447 re turn ( abs ( cross_prod_2D_z ( diffpv , diffwv ) ) /sqrt ( l2 ) ) ;
448 }
449
450 void normalized_diff ( f l o a t ∗ pos1 , f l o a t ∗ pos2 , f l o a t ∗ diff ) {
451 f l o a t dist = euclid_dist ( pos1 , pos2 ) ;
452 f o r ( size_t i=0; i<dim ; i++)
453 diff [ i ] = ( pos1 [ i ]−pos2 [ i ] ) /dist ;
454 }
455
456 } ;
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